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As part of its work on regional policy issues, the Regional and Country 
Studies Branch of UNIIXJ carries out policy-oriented studies and pro\•ides 
advisory services in key issues of industrial policy that affect groups of 
developing countries. This includes issues of economic integration, issues 
in the relationship between technological change and industrial organization 
and policy issues in international co-operation for industrial development. 

One area of a!'Jalysis is the use of computers for industrial a;anagement 
in Africa. It focuses on the present levels of computer usage of this kind. 
and looks at the obstacles to a wider use. The s::udy is intended to 
contribute to the development of technical assistance programmes and enhanced 
international co-operation in ~his field. 

The management use of computers encompasses traditional applications 
such as payroll, accounts, stock keeping, etc. In other countries the 
computer has proved a useful tool in increasing the efficiency and accuracy 
of such tasks and contributing to the effectiveness of the management 
function. Its role in industry in Africa is potentiallv very important. 
However, obstacles to a wider use in Africa are many, and include both 
economic and technical factors. The study attempts to provide an overview of 
these. 

Several country case studies have been prepared in the context of this study, 
including Ni&eria (UNIIXJ/PPD.126, 10 July 1989), Coted' lvoire (UNIIXJ/PPD.1.54, 
21 lfarch 1990), EthiQRia (UNIIXJ/PPD.176, 18 September l990), and Al&eria 
(UNIIXJ/PPD.181, 7 January 1991). 

The present document discusses the general issues of computerization, and 
reviews the particular obstacles to be encountered in Africa. It uses 
published information, and also data col.lected in the form of a limited 
survey of a number of African countries co SDake a preliminary overview of the 
present situation with respect to the use ~t computers in general and their 
use by African irdustry in particular. It concludes with a discussion of the 
main implications of the findings tor technical co-operation activities. 

This paper has been prepared by the Regional and Country Studies Branch. 
Thanks are due to 11. lfathias C. Nadohu, WHOO Inr::ern. who provided research 
assistance at an early stage of the study. Thanks are also due to the l!J3ny 
companies and individuals who SJpplied information. 
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1. OOKPlITF.R.S AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 

l.l The evolution of c011puter systeas 

The role ot computers now pervades all aspects of economic societ~·- In 
manufacturing industry. it is most often associated in the pubiic perception 
,.ith (in increasing order of complexity) process control. CAD/CAM automation. 
robotization. the development of flexible manufacturing svstems (FHS) and 
computer integrated lllC!nufacturing (CIM). 

However. there is another. more traditional type of computer usage which 
may be equally important. even though it does not receive as i'.L'.1ch attention 
in the usual analyses of the changing nature of industrv. This "businessr use 
of computers occurs in industry as in any other sector of the economy. By 
this is meant the use of computers for tasks such as the automation of off ice 
work. accountin~. and stock control. 

According to a French source, between 1.6 and 1.8 per cent of turnover. 
or> average is spent on informatics. 1 Companies can generate significant 
benefits by "re-engineering" their businesses before automating or 
computerising. 2 The real benefits of informatics come not from the 
automation of tasks previously done manually but. firstly, a re-consideration 
of the task itself. Is it necessary? Can the desired effects (reduction in 
costs. increase in speed or accuracy) be achieved by a more fundamental 
reconsideration of the need for the task itself and the way in which it can 
be carried out? 

The development of management information systems (hIS) as a department 
of an enterprise. and the job classification of MIS manager, can be ~een as 
qualitative steps beyond what is called data processing. MIS ~ystems are an 
attempt to proce£s and make available in a structured and up-to-date form the 
information needed by decision-makers within the enterprise. The HIS manager 
there has a role beyond the merely passive one of providing a set of computer 
printouts giving the result of calculations or reconciliations of standard 
data: the task is that of providing a system of information which can answer 
relevant questions that meet the requirem~nts of such staff members as the 
chief financial officer, the sales manager or the production manager. 

The evolving use of computers in enterprise management has a 1.mg 
history. In developed countries such use is commonplace, even if 
"leading-edge" systems are rare. The so-called ~systems" (often ju3t simple 
computer programmes to record the totals of some elementary information) may 
in fact be very old. There may in fact be a reluctance to innovate on the 
part of the computer staff. especially if the old system is working reasonably 
well and is handling data that is crucial for the enterprise. The deci ·iun 
may be taken not to improve the system because of the risk of disrupting , :ie 
essential flow of data. It may even happen that, because of poor 
documentation of the original system, the reason for not improving it is that 
the way it works is imperfectly understood. However, these are extreme cases, 

1
0. Esp<,11to, "Lea di!!1cu;te1 d'1nformatuat1on dn enterprises". ~l9p11 iconomigu11, no.2184, 

1e July 1990. 

"·::ruttng the computer·tnt1gr11ted entu:;iru1". Indi;1tr·< Wttl!, June 18. 1990 
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of the for~es at work that. 
to take place at a pace 

1.2. The COllpUter market: in developing countries 

in ge:1eral cause the 
slo•~r than tho.t of 

The acceleration of technological change in software as well as in 
hardware. is a fo~ce dffecting systems developme'lt in the opposite sens~. The 
increased availability of newer and cheaper equipment and software means that 
there is considerable pressure in developed countries from sellers 
("vendors"), always seeking to encourage the company to place new orders for 
what are called enhancements, upgrades. or entirely new prodacts. Indeed. it 
is only by offering new products or improved versions of old ones that 
hardware and software producers can continue to survive; demand for •hat is 
regarded as out-of-date equipment is negligible. and most of it is sold f~>r 
scrap, even if it was very high-level equipment only a few years age. 

Perhaps unde~standably, there are sometimes doubts about the returns on 
the large investments some companies make in information technology. and these 
doubts can be severe: "There is absolutely no correlation between the level 
of investment in IT and performance." 1 Yet the pressures of the hardware and 
sof~ware markets, together with real needs for information systems to improve 
the quality and speed of response in highly competitive •orld markets will 
continue to drive compar.ies' IT strategies, even if they become more cautious 
about individual components of those st~ategies. 

In developing countries, the same conditions are not found. In place 
of the dynamic and creative competitive pressures which ha•:e led to th.e 
increased importance of management information systems (MIS), the enterprise 
~ften faces very difficult and intractable obstacles to bringing its 
production goals to reality. The goals may be realized only through 
protection afforded by the goverrunent, or by expo·cting at an unr~warding 

price. More likely, however, is the non-achievement of the goals. In the 
face of shortages of supplies and of spare parts. communications disruption 
and a variety of environmental and political difficulties. the average factory 
manager may not immediately see advantages in installing a computer. Again, 
the computer markets of. for instance. most Afri.car. countries are not 
sufficiently developed to encourage the introduction or the up-gradir:g of 
computers into enterprise management. The developed market economy countries 
typically have very competitive raarkets, in which the computer purchaser is 
offered a complex and not easily analyzed mtxture of hardware, software 
servicP and support. In the developing country. no such system may exist. 
Even if suppliers and maintenance are avc.ilable. there may be nu sales 
pressure which can lead the company to make a purchase decision, no-one to 
co'lvince the company of its necessity or usefulness. no-one to demonstrate the 
virtues of the hl!.rdware and softtoiare. no-one to reassuL·e the company by 
offering maintenance agreements, guarantees, user groups, telephone advice and 
~upport services, etc. 

In spite of the negative forces at work, such as to inhibit the 
introduction of computers in many cases, and in spite also of the many 
practical difficulties, sp~cific to developing countries, in the actual use 
of computers for management, there are nevertheless good reasons why the issue 

>.Ia your G&inble on Technology hying OH?". ~t,tr Wert!y. 2!1 September 19118 
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is worth pursuing. The fact is that computers can be a means of increased 
efticiency. and it therefore has to be considered to what extent the absence 
of computers. or the incorrect or insufficient use of them for industrial 
management in Africa is a contri~utory factor to the ditticulties faced in 
manufacturing gro..-th in that region. More positively. an im·estigation of the 
factors at present ob5tructing a ..-ider and better use of computers in 
industrial mar.agement in Africa can suggest areas for policy action. These 
may be in such areas of government responsibility as trade regulations or 
foreign exchailg.: control. buc they may also be in areas of internationai 
action such as technical assistance. training. supply of equipment. etc. 

1.3. The roJe of aanagement information systems in industry 

The effect of a computer. used properly. is to improve the accuracy and 
timd intss of information. 1'.he more important the information. the more 
useful is the computer to the activity in question. But it is important to 
distinguish be::we~n date and information. At least in computer terms. 
information might be definPd as structured data. Thus. the statemer.t that 
~custom~r 2974 has ordered 5U.000 units oi part no. 7890" is data. something 
analogous to what computers actually work with. It is only when there is a 
numoered list of customers and a numbered list of parts and of units. that the 
data becomes useful inform.:;tion, in other words when it is part of a structure 
whose d2sign is related to the needs of the user. 

This is not a discussion of database design. although the language used 
may suggest it. A simple traditional data-processing "production run" can 
convey information if the basic parts of a structure (different reference 
1 is ts, for instance) are available to the reader of the printout. Thus. the 
interactive querying of datdbases is not tht:: only kind of management 
information system. by any means. 

Informatton that is a..:curate and timely can obviously be important it 
the subject is money: hence accounting systems have always received 
parr.icular attention from computer system designers. The owner of the small 
firm exranding on borrowed money is just as interested in timely accurate 
financial information as is the treasurer of a large multinational who trades 
in ten or twenty different currencies every day. 

The two essential characteristiGs of management information, that it 
should be dccurate and timely, are obviously mo1e likely to be achieved with 
a computer than without. Accuracy of itself could perhaps be achieved by 
other mear.s: adding up figures, for instance, .::an be done manually, and if 
the task is repeated several times, the possibility of error can be redu..:ed 
to an acceptabJ e minimum. Hard manual work can achieve accuracy in many 
management information tasks, but sufficient speed to make the information 
useful is not usually possible. Thus, clerical workers can be set to examine 
thrmsands of papt>r records or cards in search of a particu] 1r piece of 
information, or in response to a neeri to find, for instance, all customers who 
h2ve ordered a certain article more than once. If the question is changed and 
a Jifferent criteria is given for the search, it will probably take the same 
amount of time again, and this is likely to deter the manager from asking for 
the information unless it is absolutely necessary. 

This deterrent effect can have an important dampening influence on the 
way in which management decisions are taken. The types of decisions taken are 
affected, since they are determined by the range of information produced as 



a routine matter. This could be the weekl v sales totals. the rnonthh· total 
of machine-hours in operation. or .... hatever. This information is collEcte:i 
regularly and is a\·ailable to the .-nanage1- to help him or twr decide what i~ 
to be done. But both the nature ot the information and the detail (the 
breakdo..,_Tl : ... ;;i'" .. aes of the ,·ariables in question) ha\·e dlreadv been 
established. fhus. the kind of decision. as well as the correctness of it are 
very much pre-determined. The possibilities for looking at things differently 
are very limited: especially restricted is the scope for a more experimental 
and creati\·e approach to problem-solving and to the de\·elopment of new 

strategic directions for the firm. 

In industry. the importance of flexibility in management thinking is 
increasingly recognized. Manufacturing technology continues to unc!ergo 
pervasive c.hange. !farkets become increasingly internatio,1alized. and new 
materials and new tastes cause changes in product composition and design. fhe 
manager is const~ntly exhorted. mostly with justification. to be a .... are of the 
strategic challenges facing the industry in question. and strategic planning 
in business is a recognized discipline. 

The decision-making process in a developing cm.-ntr~.: mav be qual i tativel:· 
different to that in a multinational. but it is not necessarily less 
complicated, nor are the penalties for failure necessarily less severe. for 
a manufacturing indust~y. the process of transforming materials (usually by 
means of machines and labour) involves the manipulation ot material as well 
as financial information. Moreover. this information is ~onceptuall'.' linked. 
For instance, financial information could yield an estimate of cash flow, 
which in turn determines borrowing requirements. But what can be called 
materials flow can also be measured. and to the extent that it determines. tor 
instance. the required level of inventories needed. it also determines the 
borrowing requLements. The planning of production levels for the future also 
needs a sense of existing levels and of what is influencing tr.Pm. Again. 
monitoring the actual and projected levels of stocks ~llows one to detect 
possible constraints on capacity utilization. with consequent direct or 
indirect impacts on the profitability of thP firm. The flow of orders can 
also be monitored, which allows estimates of required stock levels. With 
respect to the machines used, maintenance scheduling is an impcrtant task in 
itself. and it also affects the machines' availability and thus the potential 

capacity utilization. 

These examples are given in order to empl~size the interrelatednesc of 
various information requirements for industrial management, and to show the 
way in which such information is useful both for immediate decisions and for 
longer-term planni~g. The point to be made is the general desirability of 
up-to-date and accurate information and the impo~tance of 'Computers in 

handling it. 

Once the possibility of a beneficial use of computers is admitted il is 
still necessary to establish that, in practice and on balance. the computer 
can bring practical advantages. There are costs involved, including thos~ of 
acquisition, but also in establishing the use anci in continuing i.:ith it. Once 
again, we will deal in detail with these steps at a later stage: here it 
should be noted only that the processes of system design development. 
implementation and maintenance. i.e. the formal stages of a cnmputer 
application lite-cycle, are agai11 only part of the story. This work has to 
be done, of course, but the environment in which it. is carriel~ out is equally 
important and may result in a nun:be::- of ocher cc1sts. At the design stap,e, 
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there is the disrupt ion of the 1.:ork ot existing stdt t as t;:e"· ne~ot Li. te •:i th 
the system designer. at the development stage there is the further disruptiu~. 
for instance. in the interactiun 1.:ith orototypes. at the imple~~ntation stage 
the possioilities for further costs are alreadv verv diverse. and the svstem 
operation aud maintenance phase can present its own problerr.s. <='spn.~iall"· it 
E'Xternal hardware and soft10are support is hard to ccme bv. 

The question then arises: granted that computers can be useful. are 
thev worth the trouble and expense·~ Cl earl v the trouble and e:~pense are 
determined partly bv the environment. The be~efits are- a ~positi\·e) functiGn 
of (among other things) the complexity of the task to be computerized. and no~ 
ot the number of people invol:ed. A one-man business. if it is for instanc~ 
a shoe-shining operation. cannot expect benefits from computerization of tire 
administrative tasks associated with it. for these> are simple in the ext~E>me. 
It is a different matter. hm. . .-ever. if what is in qu.:stion is a one-man 
manufacturing business. perhaps involving different suppliers. processors. and 
customers. This can still benefit from computerization pro\·iaed that thE 
information task is sufficiently complex. i.e. it is one im·olving sutficient 
information to be manipulated sufficientlv of~en. 

As was pointed out earlier. the effects of technological change do not 
only affect the way things are manufactured: they also atfect the management 
of the process. This has its imp:ications for computer svstems as much as for 
management skills. One summary of conventionai computer requi~ements in a 
manufacturing system is as follows: 

"A well-structureci svstem rnav be broken dci.:n into four sub-svstems - - -
.1amely requirements planning. bills of material pr<Jcessing. 
manufacturi:'lg stock control and work- in-pt·ogress monitoring."' 

However, th~ introduction of Just-in-Time (JlT) techniques. associated 
with a degree of flexibility and automation in the production process itsf-lt. 
cause equally significant changes in the information svstems requirements. 
Many. if not all c:: the >-1-,ings in the 1 is:: are changed. "Traditional" :·tRP 
(Materials Requirement Planning. Manufacturing Resourc~ Planning! logic has 
to be "efficient and streamlined" because a .JIT e'.1vi ronment l"E·quires constant 
balancing. Process Documentation is simplitied. Stock control and purchasing 
become tighter but more sirnplif ied.~ 

1.4. Special problems in Africa 

The environmental conditions und-=r which computers can eftectivelv 
operate :ire usually specified by thP manufacturer. For instance. an Apple 
Macintosh I!cx has an operati.1g temperature of io~c to 40'C. a storagE> 
temperature of -40°C to 4/'C, a rdlative humiditv of ~ per cent to Y~ per ~ent 
(noncondensing), and an altitude of U to 3048 meters." 

The introd11ction of computers to industrv tor use in managf•m-:-,nt 
information systems and administrative tasks faces special ditf iculties in 
Africa. Some ot these are found also in other dev.:doping rep,io11s. but art· 

. 
JR 01'J1JV,hArt'l. ''Frl')fTl r11nt.-u~ ,.,1:",ft t'l f1J:;t d. ~.1;n••" ~ ... J..lll!.~.L'L~~.AL.!L.l\.2.:~. "r·~ ~. M.,., l'..fHA. 
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ne\·erthelt>ss to be fouud in .\trica in i.;ha[ are probabl\· extreme forms. ·,.i;.'tt 
follows is a short list of problem areas. 

(a) temperature: Average temperature in de\·eloped countries 1.·here computers 
are usually de\·eloped. are much milder than in r.:an~· African countries. 
Extremes of heat can have a variety of damaging effects on co:!lrvn er equipment. 
including errors in microelectronic ccmponents. distortions of metal parts 
(such as in ~isk dri•~s). warping of plastic components. etc. Most of these 
problems can be resolve1 at the design stage. er bv replacement of particular 
parts of the computer svztem ~ith more resistant components. .\lternativelv. 
air-conditioning can be used. if the cost is acceptable. But there are still 
extremes to which no easv response can ~~ found: a computer left out in the 
noonday sun in desert conditions will probablv be irreparablv da,•3.ged 

Different types of computers (~ai~~~arn~s. minicomputers and p2rsonal 
computers have different requirements and tolerances in terms of tempera~ure. 
humidity and other atmospheric charact-=~~" tics. Hoi.'ever the typical cb.ta 
processing system (excluding PCs) requires a space temperature of 70 to i? 
degrees Fahrenheit, with the temperature at each specific element of the 
system is not supposed to \'ary bv more than a few dPgrees over time. relati\·e 
humidi tv having to be controlled at about 50 per cent in order to maintain the 
dimensional stability ,,f tapes and paper and to minimize the generation of 
static electricity. and the circulating air having to be well filtered.· 

Large installations wi 11 require elaborate air c0ndi tioning systems. 
At first sight the requirements of PCs or PC networks may appear to be less. 
But the operating conditions needed may in some cases not 0e found in certain 
areas of Africa without specific measures bei~g taken. which may include air 
conditioning. This adds furLher t~ the cost and is a further complication 
since there is one more thing to go wrong. 

(b) ~umiditv: The combination of high-t~mperature and proximity to water 
leads to highly humid conditions in some African countries. pa~ticularlv in 
coastal regions. The effect on computer equipment (and. indeed any electronic 
or electrical equipment) can be serious. in that moisture in the air will 
CdUSe spurious circuit contacts which ca11 lead to faulty operation and in 
extreme cases. permanent damage to some of the circuitry through reversal of 
polarities. etc. Again, the problem is best tackled at the design phase: 
effective insulation and extra protectiv~ circuitry can be helpful. 

(c) Dust: Computer systems still have a considerable mechanical component., 
and .?.re thus vulnerable to dust. A keyboard usually has moving keys. since 
typing seems to be easier thari with the thermal contact type. Fioppy di!;k 
drives operate by moving the read/~rite head very close to but not touching 
a spinning floppy disk. which is in a plastic cover and can be removed from 
the drive. In flor:py disk-drives, research has shown that 8) percept of 
read/write malfunctions are caused by contaminatc,d heads.• 

Floppy disk drives and similar forms of mainet ic media such as tapes are 
an essential way oi. entering external inform1:1tion into the computer, or ot 
handing ov~r information from the computer to annther computer or to keep as 

7 
R Haines. "KeP.p1n11 Cor>l". OatooJi!t.1011. 'fol.]2, l~ .Jul/ l98f>. pp 8l P<. ro•pn"t.P.1 ir1 rl~t.1 Prncec."1n11 
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a reser\·e i1: cast' ot damage to the into1·m..;.tion in rtlt comµut.:·r. u~si-: dri\L 
mechanisms .. >nd tht> diskettes .:;.lso. are hir)1h· s.:·nsiti\·e ;o d•.1st. Print.ors 
of almost an•: kind are al so n1lnerabl e. Because ot this. th.- use ot 
:ompt.:ters. large or small. in the dust"· condi r ions ot man\· .\fric,m cou~1tries 
has special difficulties. The" can a_§:;ain be o\·e1·co:n.:- tL' s,;me e:~te:1t b'-· 
design. tor instance bv special "doors" on the diskette drives. but a chan~e 

in the ,..orking environment rnav be necessan:. 

It can sometimes be 
exacerbates another. Thus. 
computer instal iation led 
draughts which had cooled 

• g 
rise. 

the case 
in So;aal ia. 

tn.-.t the solution ot one probiEm 
the need to :..·educe the dust in a 

being closed oft. thus reducing 
and causing room temperatur"s to 

to corridors 
the building. 

td) Power su2plies: The generation of electrical po,..er for public 
consumption in ~ome African counn·ies is frequent!'; inadt:quate. A po...-er 
cut-off has of course the effect of making th? computer unusable until po...-er 
is restored. But it can also mec-.n ti.at 1o1hate\·er data the computer ...-as 
handling has been lost. either because it had been entered at a keyboard and 
not vet stored in a permanent form. Again. the power mav have been cut off 
at the closing stage of a lon~ proc-ess (SU( • as searching through magnetic 
tape. for instance. which can be \·ery slo...-}. The power cut can mean that thE 
'!Oiiole '!Oork has to be re-s:arted from scratch. Phvsical damage 11av also take 
place, for instar.ce. to disk drives if the\· lose power while reading or 
writing. As well as the d~mage caused b~· loss of power. there is other damage 
caused by uneven power. This mav affect the operations of disk drives and 
thus the reliability of the data contained in them. 

Again. sudden surges of power ("spikes") can damage microelectr<mic 
components."As well as this thev can introduce less obvious flaws •nto Jata 
and programs. "Power surges and sudden spikes can write random bits ~o your 
disk." However. since it is better to have the hard disk spinning all the 
time r~ther than to switch it en and off it is advisable to h~ve software 
that can park the disk head. or rnov.;-> it to an unused part of tht. di!.k rather 
than a part holding data.''" 

The remed~es for those problems are various. A secondarv generator. 
which automatically switches on with the failure of the public electri=itv is 
one approach. But its cost may be p:cohibitive for a small companv. Careful 
design of computer systems. for instance so that they make frequent storage 
of intermediate results of a calculation, is also a partial 5olution. Surge 
suppressors and various filters and voltage stabilizers fitted to the power 
supply can also, at a cost, eliminate sornP of the problems. Again. the low 
power consumption of microcomputers using complementary metal-oxide silicon 
(CMOS) technology means that there is a certain scope for rechargeable 
battery-powered systems. It should be no,ed. however. that power consum~tion 
of peripheral devices (such as printers. larger hard disks. etc.) i-; still 
quite high and battery-powered sol11tions are not feasible for manv kinds of 
computer systems. 

9
P H•1tr.h1n:;nn. '''!'h~ inst.allatl<Hl rff a M:r,r0c"on1putP.r :a·r::tf.f!m in Somallfl", Inforuqt12n TeGbn0l01r.:1 !?r 

~~. v~i. z. No 1. 1987. 
10

A$k Byte. Byte. Febru~ry 1989 
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between a tifth and a tenth of the African population is not supplied 
with electricitv. In general. most countries suffer from outdated equipment. 
inadequate and .badly joined networks. frequent cuts and high prices. u 

Uninterruptible power sources (UPSs) represent an obvious answer to the 
problems of poor quality public electricity supplies. These are devices which 
automatically provide electricity should the public supply fail. This can be 
from a battery or from a generator that is started up as required. It is 
almost as important however that the public supply. when working, should be 
of good quality. A varying voltage may damage the computer, especially if it 
contains extreme variations in the form of surges or "spikes". The devices 
range from low-cost line conditioners or surge suppressor that cost about $30 
ead. and pr<event disk drives from being damaged to elaborate systems costing 
thousands of dollars. 12 

An installation in Somalia illustrates a number of these points. A 
nominal 220 volt power supply was found to vary between l80v and 200v, with 
occasional spikes of over 300v. The computer system was protected by a series 
of measures: a fused on-off switch (to protect against spikes). a transformer 
(to increase the mains voltage). a voltage regulator and a 11 amp UPS . 13 

CPSs were originally for industry and military, but now 60 per cent of 
revenue comes from the data processing market (with industry now representing 
10 per cent of the demand and military markets 3 per cent). The major demand 
is for static (electronic/batteries) systems. The tendency is for prices to 
fall and features to increase. There are two market segments, that of under 
10 kVA for mic-ocomputers. and that of 10 kVA and over for minicomputers and 
mainframes14

• 

It is reported from Senegal that: "An unstable vol cage supply wreaks 
havoc with the equipment and represents the major single cause of hardware 
failure.... A voltage stabilizer was bought but has not really proved 
effective in smoothing the power supply. It is probably not of a sufficiently 
high quality to handle the vagaries (sic) of the electricity supply. 1115 This 
suggests a need for caution in choosing power supplies. It also indicates a 
pressing need for tPchnical assistance co-ordination in electricity 
generation. 

ThP, country surveys carried out as part of this study report a variety 
d .-:ondi tions with regard to electricity supply. In Algeria. the public 
supply is very stable, with cuts being rare. The normal surge suppressors are 
recommended and are assembled locally. 16 In Egypt the power supply is 
rel iahle with cuts once or twice a month. UPSs are recommended and are 
available locally at reasonable prices. 17 By contrast in Cote d'Ivoire there 

11
C. PelJecuer, "La distribut1on d''-lectricite en A!rique". Marches Tropicaux, 29 January 1989. 

12S.Kolodz1eJ, "The Ins and Outs C>f UPS", Cornput.erworld Focus. Vol. Ii, April 6, 1988, pp. 25·26, 

reported in Data Processing Digest 6/88. 
13 P. Hutchinson. "The 1nstallation of a M1croc<JmputAr system in Somalia". Information Technology for 

pevelopment. Vol. 2, No. 3, 1987. 
14 

S. Kolodzio.j. "The in~ and outs of UPS". Computerworld, Focus 25-26. G April 1988. 
15 

I. I. May-Parker, "The Development of ln!ormat1on Technology Training In Sierra Leone". Information 
Techechn2l0Ky for pevelopment, Vol. 3, No. J., l9e8, pp. 135-144. 

16
Comput.ers for Industrial ManHement in Africa· the Case o! Aluru, UNIDO/PPD. 181, 7 January 19gl. 

17
Comp11ters !or Ip.Ju3trial Monuement 1Q A!ric.i· the Case of Egypt, UNIDO/PPD ... (forthcoming). 
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is considerable \·oltage and frequency instability. and the necE:ssary equipment 
to counter it costs easily as much or mor"" than a microcomputer.~· In 
Ethiopia. although blackouts are infrequent. the power supplv is subject to 
wide and recurrent voltage fluctuation. Voltage regulators are essential but 
not localy available ... In Nigeria also the erratic supply is the most acute 
infrastructural problem faced by computer users. and again tl-\ necessarv 
counter-measures cost more than a personal cc~puter. 20 

(e) Telecommunications infrastructure: The use of public networks to link 
computers together. or to allow remote access to computers is commonplace in 
developed countries. The purpose of the link might be. for instance. for 
branches of a company to check on the company's centralized data. or to update 
it. Again. a salesman in the field might wish to report on an order recei\·ed, 
or to check on the availability of a product, by connecting with the company's 
computer using a telephone line. Apart from telephone lines. a common means 
of linkage is to have a dedicated line. usuallv rented from the telephone 
company for exclusive use. Such linkages are not common in developing 
countries, partly because the applications are not as sophisticated but also 
because the facilities are not available. The telephone company may provide 
a public service that is limited and unreliable, meaning failed or garbled 
transmission of data. Dedicated lines may not be available at all. There are 
no easy answers to these problems. Satellite communications may be one 
solution, and this has been followed in several countries. A possible 
alternative is radio linkage, which is practicable over sho~ter distances. 
This has been used for data transmission in Sudan. 21 Radio links are used 
in Cote d'Ivoire as part of the Sytran net..rork system. 22 

Africa has a very low level of telecommunications. T'."ie number of 
telephones is 0.7 per 100 of the population. This is one hun~redth of the 
ratio in the United States of America, and of the telephones, between 30 and 
40 per cent are estimated to be out of service at any one time. 21 

In general, African telecommunications equipment is not of the latest 
type: electro-mechanical switching systems, rather than the latest electronic 
type, predominate. It has been suggested that a principal reason for this is 
the desire of the telecommunications equipment manufactu~~rs to sell systems 
of a type no longer saleable in developed countries. 24 

African countries (not including South Africa), spent US$ 658.1 million 
on telecommunications equipment in 1986. This represents 0.7 per cent of world 
total spending in that year. The total figure for Africa covers a few large 
spenders: Algeria, Libya, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Morocco, Cote d'Ivoire 
and Tunisia together account for over two-thirds. The North African 

11
Compyters for Indystrial Managernent 1n Africa· the Cate of C6;e d'Ivoire. UNIDO/PPD.15~. 21 March 

1990. 
19 

Computers for Indystr1al Management in Africa· the Case of Eth1op11. UNIDO/PPD.176, 18 September 
1990. 

2°Compyters for Industrul Management u; Africa· t.he Cue of Niupa. UNIDO/PP0.126. 10 July 1989. 
21 Quoted 1n Compyters !or Industrial Management in Africa· the Case o! Ethiopia, UNIDO/PPO. 176. !R 

September 1990, p. 29, fDotnote. 
11Cornputers for Indust.ual Manaument in A(uca· th• Case of C6te si' Ivoire. lJNIDO/PPD. !~4. 21 March 

1990. 
11

"Informat1on Techn<>logy", ~. December 1986. 
24

M. Friedman, "Le telephone en Afr1que. du tam-t.am au satellite". Jeyne A!rrnye. No. 152~. 2o Much 
1990. 
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countries alone account for over 40 per cent. Algeria is the fastest growing 
market. It is expected to inc cease its telecommunications spending from 
$109.4 million in 1986 to $590 million in 2000. 2

, Among the new technologies 
under active investigation are satellite communications: there is a $7. 5 
million feasibility study under way on the Regional African Satellite 
Telecommunications System (Rascom). 26 

(f) Repair and maintenance of hardware: Any piece of machinery needs to be 
maintained regularly and can need outside assistance to repair it. A computer 
system is a combination of electronic, electrical and mechanical equipment and 
usually includes the central processor and main storage (all now 
microelectronic). one or more video display units (VDU). one or more printers, 
and magnetic storage devices such as hard disks, floppy disks and magnetic 
tapes. Sometimes, these are supplied by a manufacturer, sometimes by a system 
house, the latter having perhaps put together a package of equipment tram 
different makers. The manufacturer will give a ~uarantee, but this will not 
usually extend to anything near the expected life of the computer system, 
being typically for 6 months only. The usual practice with larger systems is 
to enter into a maintenance agreement with the supplier or wit:h a third party 
maintenance firm and such an agreement is usually continued during the whole 
life of the computer system. The system is sufficiently complex and the range 
of skills needed to repair it are sufficiently diverse to make it 
impracticable for even the largest companies to undertake their own 
maintenance. 

Arrangements for repair and maintenance are usually regarded as 
essential. The loss of the computer could mean that necessary information is 
unavailable or that large repetitive calculations have to be done manually on 
a scale no-one is willing to contemplate. Moreover, the availability of the 
computer may mean that tasks are undertaken (such as selections, sorting. 
cross-referencing and merging of data) for which no manual methods previcusly 
existed. So crucial can the application be that sometimes a second computer 
is kept in readiness to be used should the first one fail. There has been 
considerable success recently in developed country markets for what are called 
fault-tolerant computers. These usually have more than one central processing 
unit, and indeed most of the internal hardware is duplicated, and this is 
automatically invoked in the event of failure of the primary hardware. Such 
computers are widely used in applications such as banking. where continuous 
connection between the different branches is regarded as absolutely necessary. 

The problems in developing countries include those attached to the use 
of any ~ophisticated and imported machinery: the level of help available in 
repair and maintenance may be inadequate or non-existent. In Africa, ~here 

may well be no branch of the manufacturer in the country, and support may be 
available only from some independent system house or engineering company, 
whose links with the manufacturer of the equipment may be tenuous. There are 
particular difficulties if the equipment is obsolete, which is more likely to 
be the case than in developed count ies: in this case the manufacturer, if 
finally contacted, may well say that the product is no longer supp0rted. This 
is sometimes for very practical reasons: such is the speed of technological 
change in this industry and the turnover of staff that it is not unlikely that 

u .. Tele~oamunicationa: Africa lags behind'". African Economic Qigut.. l October 1988. 
16

6Lf.:icen Bu1in111. February 1989. 
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no-one is readily available to diagnose faults in equipment produced even as 
lirtle as five years ago. 

Positive aspects of recent trends in the industry. however. include the 
falling price of hardware: it is no longer inconceivable that a company 
should have two computers. treating one as a spare to be used when the first 
breaks down. But the question remains as to how the first one is ~o be 
repaired if local support is not available. Again. increased integration of 
the circuitry means that some repairs can be carried out simply by replacing 
a defective chip. Falling prices for other parts of a system. even disk 
drives and \.'DUs, mean that repl'icement rather than repair could be considered 
in certain cases. But in developing countries there may well be foreign 
~xchange shortages which make such a practice undesirable even if practicable, 
and the prices to the end-user in an African country may be very much higher 
than those paid by the consumer in the Unite1 States, for example. 

Jn the face of it, therefore, the repair and maintenance issue is likely 
to be the most intractable of those facing the computer manager in a 
developing country. Certainly, equipment is more reliable than it used to be, 
but what is being used may be far from the latest type, and the climatic and 
environmental hazards outlined above will also contribute to the incidence of 
breakdowns. The newer developments in repair and maintenance, such as remote 
diagnostics and expert systems. are probably also inaccessible to the 
developing country. The preventi ti ve aspects are thus very important, 
together with the building-up of an emergency stock of replacement parts and 
compone :s. Special training schemes to build up the individual company's 
mainte:aance capacity are ?robably impossible, since instruction is usually 
available only outside the country. 

In view of the widespread shortage of spare parts and the lack of 
technical skills, there is certainly a high degree of down-time due to 
unrepaired faults. In Nigeria, it has been noted that in extreme cases 
systems can be out of action for months or even years for such reasons.n 
The problem of maintenance can sometimes be exac~rbated by a proliferation of 
brands of computers: this may make the problem of a supply of spare parts 
more difficult and it may make the task of fault diagnosis and repair more 
difficult also. The problem of proliferation has been noted in Kenya, where 
the tying of donated computers to a particular brand is also negatively 
perceived. 21 Government policy formulation in COte d'Ivoire is directed 
towards a reduction in the number of foreign suppliers.'' 

\g) Software support: The question of software support is an even more 
difficult one. The software used :nay be entirely supplied by the manufacturer 
of the computer. in which case the remedying of a fault in it. when 
discovered, is at least as difficult as coping with a fault in the hardware: 
it is necessary to find the manufacturer or a competent agent. But, just like 
the hardware, the software may be obsolete. The manager may eventually learn 
that the fault he has discovered was first observed many years ago, and 

1't.0. Ak.tnlade. "Information Technology in Nigeria: Probl•a and Prospects". In!onpat.ion Ttchnolou 
Cgr P•v•lgan1nt. Vol. 4, No. 3, 1989. 

11
R.J.P. Scott, "A rev.I- of cocnputen rd educat.tnn .In ICenya in 1987", Infgrpi@tign Itchnglgav !gr 

peulgment. Vol. 4, No. 1, 1989. 
19

CQ!llRl!t•r• !gr Induatriol M1na11Q1•nt in A!rico· the C111 gC C6t• d'Iyg1r1 UNIDO/PPD.154, 21 March 
1990. 
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connected in subsequent 'l.·ersions of the software tor which he is unable or 
unwilling to pay. The problems are. of course. compounded if thE soft•are has 
come from different sources: whatever about computer manufacturers. the 
soft•are houses. even the largest ones. will almost cert~inly not be 
represented in any African country. Many software problems are difficult to 
resolve: it is in fact the more ~ubtle errors which remain the longest. Some 
of them arise through unexpected interactions between different pieces of 
software. or as a result of incompatibilities between. for instance. the 
applications software and the operating svstem. or between the operating 
system and the hardware. especially peripherals. The lat er kind of problem 
is especially d!.sagreeable. Any computer manager will have stories of a 
problem for which the different hardware and software suppliers all disclaimed 
responsibility. each blaming the other as the source of the difficulty. But 
at least in developed countries the computer manager has the opportunity to 
confront each of the supplie~s with the problem in question: in a developing 
country he is unlikely to be able to do so. Another class of problem arises 
with custom software, which has been developed by programmers within the 
company or written specially for it. The problems wit~ this kind of software 
are probably no different in developed and developing countries: it is likely 
to have errors (because it will not have been used as much as a commercial 
product, which will probably have been sold to many different customers). it 
will probably be inadequately do~umented and the people who wrote it may have 
left the company. 

Recent trends in the software industry are likely to alleviate some of 
these problems. The tendency for packaged software to be more powerful. 
flexible. and easy to use means that traditional custom programming could see 
a decline. Computer managers could increasingly find that a package could 
meet their needs, and. also, that the number of different software packages 
needed to give the necessary tools was reduced. But because packaged software 
cannot meet all requirement5. there will be a continuinr, need for programming. 
The work will, however. take new forms. Most of the mo5t successful packages 
for instance, whether spreadsheets such as Lotus 1- 2 - 3, word processing 
software such as Word Perfect. or database software such as dBASE. incorporate 
their own programming languages (sometimes called macro facilities) which 
allow the use of the package and its facilities in new ways to meet special 
needs. Thus, while traditional programming skills will help in the masterv 
of these facilities, there will be a need for new abilities, especially those 
of understanding the capabilities of the package software in question and the 
needs of the user in sJch a way that an efficient solution can be found with 
a minimum of programming in the traditional sense. Only in this wav can the 
demand for new applications be met, especially if it is fuelled by an ever
increasing supply of personal coraputers. 

Computer programming is undergoing considerable chany,e, and it is 
sometimes difficult to separate fashion from the underlying trends. There is 
a considerable degree of unresolved conflict between academic researchers (who 
develop new programming languages and techniques), software producers (who 
need new products to promote), and commc·rcial computer users (who are more 
concerned with ,.;hat is tried, tested, and known to be reliable). However. 
there are some emer&ing principles which have relevance to computer users 
whether in developed or developing countries. They are in fact particularly 
important for developing countries because t.hese dre often in tht' position of 
computerizing from the very beginning. There are no old systems to be 
replaced, no legacy of perhaps ill-considered or at least outmoded programminK 
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to be painfully preserved. The emerging principles are as follows (although 
principles may be too strong a description): 

Good programming is a discipline. and a good programme is not 
unique, but the result of applying established rules and 
procedures. 

Any computer programme is a temporary ~olaticn to the problem: 
improvements wil 1 be needed. The iJrogramme should make it easy 
to find mistakes or to incorporate improvements. 

Some computer languages embody these principles explicitly. and 
thus are more likelv to yield good programmes. 

These principles are not particularly notelo"orthy in themsel \'es. and it 
is more the absence of others that should be remarked. There is no mention 
of minimizing the need for main memory. or of reducing the time for the 
programme to run, or of optimizing the disk access pattern. This is because 
trends in hardware costs and power have steadily reduced the importance vf 
such questions. For some applications such considerations are. of course. 
still important, but they no longer belong to the set of general principles 
that must always be followed. Such concerns belong to the period when machine 
time was much more expensive than human (e.g. programm~r) time. This is not 
true any more. 

Given the low levels of computer usage and the late start made in many 
cases, African countries have concentrated on relatively recent developments 
in the computer field, especially through the use of PCs and package softlo"are. 

This means that the African company concerned may not be lumbered with 
clumsy and expen~ive and out-of-date software written for a mainframe ten or 
fifteen years ago and shakily updated from year to year. But it also means 
that the applications probably suffer from the typical characteristics of 
systems based on personal computers alone. Such systems are stand alone and 
can be used by only one person at a time. They are reliable to the extent 
that they use a well tried commercial package such as a spreadsheet or 
database package. However the specific application may be undocumented and 
when faults are discovered they may be difficult to correct. Personal 
computers are not usually designed to be shared and adequate provision may not 
have been made for security and backup. 

In general also. there may be unreasonable expectations of what can be 
achieved with the new technology. and even user-friendly software cannot be 
properly used without a basic appreciation of its capabilities and the 
techniques that it embodies. This appears to have been the experience in 
Sierra Leone, which has made a concentration on information technology 
training.'0 Experience in Uganda has suggested that a major need is to help 
managers evolve realistic expectations of what computers can and cannot do for 
them. 11 

Jen C Fle'l"..r.h.,,:. "A note on r.rcer.t. .f119·;111lnJ:cnent.$ Ln !'ii err" L'fnne 1n!.)rm.tt:.r.m te ·hno!o~·1 r.ra1n1n"". 

IoCormat.100 Itchoolou Cor Qevtlomitn!.. 'Jo! '•. !fo 3. 1989 
11

0 N"barr~ et "1 .. "M1crocomput.eu 1n d•·~1tlop1n11 r.•mntt'{ progrM'ln"A val•1ahle t.ools .,r troul:lesome 

toys' Expnanre Crnm ?111 .. nda and N1tpal". ln!ormat,100 I"hpolo11·1 !or Qevtlopmtnt. 'fol •. N0 1•. 19~9 
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(h) Other problems It has been remarked in Mauritius (which is relativelv 
advanced in the application of computers) that much of the existing computer 
installations are under-utilized. 12 This is believed to be the case in 
Nigeria also. especially in the public sector11 

_ 

Capacity (machine) utilization in Africa is in general about 
30 per cent. But for computers it can nevertheless be in certain cases 
re~arkably high: in Gabon the installations at Air Gabon. Comilog and Conruf 
function perfectly ir. extreme conditions. The contrast with machinery is 
striking, and one ca •. not say that computers have been sold in the same way as 
machines. 1• 

UR. BunJun. "Status of computer applications in Mauritius". ii" COC11110nwaalth Scunca Council "Status 
of Cocnputar Applications <Africa) ... Cogmonwaalth Scipnca Council pybl ·ations. Technical Series No. 208. 
CSCC86lISP·20. October 1986. 

uT.O. Alcinlada, "Information Technology 1n Nigeria: Problems and Prospects ... Infgrp11!.ion Tt;bnology 
for payaloapant.. Vol. 4, Ho. l. 1989. 

1•afriqu• Indu1tr11. No. 390. 20 April 1988. 
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2 . PRESENT LEVELS Ot' COKPlITER USAGE IN M'R I CA: EV lDt:NCE AN:> ISSUES 

2.1 National policies 

2.1.l General issues 

African go\·ernments. 1 ike those in other countri.:-s. recognize the 
potential benefits ot 1o·idespread computer applic.J.tions in industrv as in other 
fields. But the selection ot strategy elements imposes hard choices. The 
equipm~nt has almost entirely to be imported. whether hardware or software is 
in question. Faced ai th se\·ere foreign exchange shortages. the question 
.:irises as to whether the resources a\·ailablt." are best spent on com;'ut ing 
rather than on some other pressing need. lt should be recalled that of the 
41 countries classified by the l.iuited Nations as Least De\·eloped Countries 
( LDCs) no fe•.;er than 28 are in Africa. Many of these face pressing problem;j 
in other sectors and the need to assist industry in reaching a greater le\·el 
of efficiency is only one of many priorities with which policy make!:s are 
confronted. 

E\·en given the availability of equipment for the computerization of 
industrial management activities. there remains the need for trained staff for 
the tasks of system analysis. operation and maintenance. Typically there will 
be a severe shortage or absence of such staff. The choices between expanding 
education at secondary or university level, or setting up some more specific 
training schemes, are additional and complicated decisions which face the 
pol icy maker. and also involve resource allocation. The impro\·ement of the 
infrastructure, especially in terms of electricity supply and 
telecommunications. are among many other intractable problems. The importance 
of telecommuni<:ations for the wider development of an industrial society which 
allows a full use of the information processing capabilities of computers has. 
however. already been recognized in a few African countries, which have or 
soon will have publ ;_c data networks of the Transpac type: Cote d'Ivoire has 
Sytnmpac. Cameroon has COHPAC, and Gabon has GABOPAC. 15 Algeria has also 
planned for operation in 1990 a Transpac type network10

• and Egypt has 
ins:ituted the EGYPTNET network, with six major packet switching networks and 
other nodes. Tendering is being prepared for an X.400 system also.= 1 In 
Nigeria network development is carried out by the oil companies. with Shell 
having its own network based on leasL- lines. and a subsidiary of the Nigerian 
National Petroleum Company having installed a network said to be the largest 
in Africa. 11 

A problem such as that of education and tra1111ng will be subject also 
to frequent re-definition, as a consequence of technological change. As noted 
above. the rapid changes in technology that have taken place in the world of 
computing mean that latecomers have had an opportunity to skip some of the 
less efficient stages and to move directly into more advanced fields. The 
reduced costs of equ!.pment and the increasing user-friendliness of software 
mean that the possibilities of using the technology in a productive way have 
increased. But there are several problems also. The personal computer is 
leading the computerization process in Africa. PCs can be relatively easily 

1 ~A!r1qu1 lndu1tr11. No. 3!9, ~ No•1ember l93!. 
1
•::;_,i11!11ut1u Cur InduHrul Mtnum1nt 10 ACus;.a ''" Ca;;e 1! A~uru. t.::/lOOiPPD. l8l. 7 Jar.uary 1991. 

17
C9'QQUttri C9r Indu1tr1al M•naglll)«Dt 10 A!r;ca· the Ca;;e o! Egypt. UNIDO.'rP:> ... C!orthcom1n-;>. 

11
Com11y<1u Cur Induatrul Manam1nt 10 A(qca tt•• Co• o! Naeru. IJNI001PPD.12o. 10 July 1~8!l 
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rn.:;inL;.in£·d. Ho1LE'."tr. m:"t~•~tt:n.:i1~c1:- tt·o-.; th._ constructor is lt-ss likEl\" to be 
.:i\".:ii~..ib!.t-." T!tus. t'.1t skills ~·Equit"td m<i-. h-:i\"e d12crt.:ised in le':el. but the 
\·olum.: t·Equi.rEd h.:is ir;~·t·.:ast:d \"El\" much. Rc-p.;.ir .:ind maintenance ot thousands 
ot !'Cs is 110: thE S.:irnt: .J.s rcpa:.rinb ont: or t1':o mainframes. 

The:n: ....-ill remai~ .:ilso UtE questior~ ot ..:htthc-r there a~·e speciticalh· 
nat i<:n.:;.l or n:,!;iunal solutions to be souf_ht and roads to he taken. Somt 
opinion 1o:ould suggest. tor instance. th:il At rica shottld turn to sot t1o:at·e 
spec i.t i..: tc its c0·~;1trits . .ind there should be computer sen·ice comFanies. 
for ..:hich .:i. n:arket exists."° But the ~rkl't m.ay bt .. n many casE:s a potential 
om:. needing many steps be tore it becomes a. real consumer market. ready and 
ablt to pa\· fo~· h.ird•<1re. set tlo.""are ar.d st::::-\·ice:. to meet specific requirements. 
:\bain. tLe idea of sot t\."are proch:.ct ion tor local requirements has to be 
defined more prtcisel\·: there are undoubtedly speciiic language needs. or. 
for instance. accounting needs re£ultin& from particular social securi'-Y or 
ta:--:at ion s\·stem~. and these can and shoulJ be met by spec.Lall\" tailored 
sott,.,..are. But the standard solution ,.,-ill usually be quictc.er aad more 
appropriate: a straightiorlo.""ard database or spreadsheet ~pplication \."ill meet 
the majority of requirements and it 1o:il 1 be a great deal cheaper. A protected 
national sot tlo.""are industry. for instance. may lead more quickly to the 
de\·elopment oi prog~amming ski 11 s. But this •ill be at the costs of the 
increases in efficiency foregone by all the companies who are deprived of 
tried and tested sot t•are packages a\·ailable on the 1o:orld market. 
Protectionism 1o:ill usually also ha\·e the negati\·e effect of cutting oft the 
domestic soft1o:are industry fu'"1 1o:orld trends .3nd the latest ad\'ances. 

Such protectionism whether acti\'e through trade restrictions or merely 
passi\·e thrcugh foreign exchange shortc.be:s may bear particularly hard on the 
public sector . ..:hich will be more inclined to follow the official policy. and 
may be compelled to take its software from a national software company. The 
pri \'ate sector may seek to c\·ade this. especially through the use of pirate 
software copied from best selling packages from the ,.,-orld market. However, 
the use of pirated soi t1o:are could lead to \·irus infection. Piracy of 
expensi\·e sot t1o:are has b~:en described as ~common" in developing countries. as 
is shared use of machines and lack of sect1.rity." 

2.1.2 The effects of import pol?cies 

As noted, the import policies adopted by a country will have important 
effects on the spread of technologies 1'.'ithin tbE: country. Sometimes these 
effects are unforeseen. and they may be quite opposite to what the pol icv 
maker intended. A sample of dutiE)S and other tariffs in 198) showed that. for 
21~ At rican count rif's. the average rate of duty (which sometimes included 
fiscal tariffs etc.) was over 34 per cent." By contrast, developed country 
tariffs on computers are ver~· lo,,;. The most-favoured nation (!-IFN) tariff 
rates on computer central processing units in 198/ were ).4 per cent tor the 
EEC. '•. 9 per cent for Japan, a.:d '•. J per cent for the United States of 
America. Tariffs on computE.·r peripherals and computer parts were of a similar 
order. although sowe peripherals attracted duties ol up to 13.8 per cent in 
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Japan:· Liven t~e int<:>nse l!·»·els of compet1t1on between the three. the low 
rates of dutv are striking. !'he~· of course partly reilect the general 
openness of the world trading system. but also the strong demand for such 
products among industry and the services sector in the de\·eloped countries. 

The choice of such high duty levels in Africo.n countries mav have been 
made with orte or several objectives in mind. suc-h as: 

•to discourage foreign exchange exp~nditures in general 
•to encourage capital expenditure on other types of machinerv 
•to increase government revenues 
•to encourage local manufacture of computer equipment. 

Howew~r. analysis has shoi.'ll that computer use is highly sensitive to 
computer price. with a price elasticity of about -1.5. This means that a 
policy which doubles price will reduce usage by two-thirds. Protectionist 
policies which attempt to foster the domestic production of hardware will do 
so at the cost of significant reductions in the application of computers in 
the national economy."• In the case of Africa. there are few if any domestic 
industries to protect. which makes a policy of high import duties on computer 
equipment even more difficult to understand. Nor is the government r~•enue 
signifi~ant. since the tariffs are usually so high as to deter anv imports at 
all. except those from government departments. or through aid p1~or;rammes not 
subject to duty anyway. 

Nevertheless. import restrictions may encouragt' the formation of 
domestic industries. in certain circumstances. It seems to have been the 
effect in Kenya. for instance, although it may not have bef>n toreseen: it can 
only work if the components can be bought at a lower cost. which is not always 
the case for certain products for which bulk discounts ar~ a~ailable only to 
very large scale purchasers. if the tariff structure is such that it is 
cheaper to import the communications rather than the finished article. if 
demand is high enough. and if the skills are available locally. These 
conditions in fact apply in several African countries. but by no means in all. 

In Ethiopia a corporation or factory wanting to acqui rE: a computer must 
obtain Ministry of Industry approval before seeking foreign assistance or 
requesting ~ foreign exchange allocation. 45 In Ghana, a manufacturing firm 
has to apply for an import licence from the Ministry of Trade (on the 
recommendation of the Ministry of Industries. Science and Technology). These 
procedurP.s are not as time-consuming as they used to be. but they are now a 
first step before competing in an uncertain foreigP exchange auction, where 
a full deposit in local currency is necessary. Customs duty and sales tax on 
computers and electrical and electronic equipment generally are fixed at 50 
per cent of the ci f value. Importers with their own foreign exchange 
resources are reported as being charged an additional 50 per cent. 0 In 
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Zaabia bv contrast. trade policies foi- electronics are reported as being. 
progressively made~ stringent_ Except for governmental and 
infrastructurcil needs. which are given sp(.cial consideration. all other users 
have to obtain permission to import and also queue up for foreign exchange. 
Data proc<:ssing machinery attracts a 30 per cent ad valorem customs duty and 
also an imp0rt sales tax of 25 per cenr-. making ;.,n effective landed value 
)5 per cent above the import value. To this is then added a local sales tax 
of 10 per cent. Imports of automatic data processing equipment amounted to 
US $3.l million in 1986.v 

2.1_3 National computer centres 

Under this general title. a wide varietv of different bodies can be 
found in African countries. Often. the nation.al computer centre will 
represenr the only major initiative so far taken at the national or 
governmental level to encourage computing and the diffusion of skills_ The 
terms of reference, mandates, responsibilities and the scale and scope of 
activity varies very much_ ln some cases. these institutions are at a 
formative stage and their role is confined to the preliminar:: formuiai:ion of 
national informatics policy, sometimes being essentially the secretariat of 
a national committee dealing uith t~is subject, or having some co-ordinating 
fun~tion. The tilsks of a national centre may include: 

•formulating national informatics policy 
•developing informatics plans 
•implementation of selected aspects of informatics plans 
•systems development and implementation, usually for the public sector 
•maintaining a centralized computer service 
•investment promotion 
•providing training in informatics skills 
•approval of imports of hardware and software 
•drawing up import guidelines 
•standard software development 

Country examples include Congo, for instance, where there is a body 
(OCI) that dea:s with informatics co-ordination_ In Guinea. there is t~e 
CNIG. In Mozambique there is a special commission on informatics founded in 
1980 but it has not yet published a national policy. There i5 however the 
body CTD for informatics co-ordination. Nigeria has the CCC for informatics 
co-ordination." 

More elaborate structures are also found, notably in Algeria and Cote 
d'Ivoire. for instance. Algeria has ENSI which executes national computing 
projects, as well as a number of national informatics institutes (for 
training) together with national sectoral computer services companies. 49 

Cote d'Ivoire has a national informatics commission (CNI) and an executive 
body (SGI). 50 
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Ethiopia has a ~ational Computer Centre under the National Science and 
Technclogv Commission.~' 

Tunisia has also developed a sophisticated tramework for government 
action. with a National Informatics Commission and a ~ational Informatics 
Centre. The former has planning and policy functions, the latter a more 
executive role. The Centre participates in the elaboration and foll0w up of 
policy. gives advice. designs and implements systems and promotes training and 
re-trair.ing. Its opinion is required on all imports of equipment or services 
by the public and private sectors. As for systems houses and advisory firms. 
there were 25 in 1987. Training of analysts and programmers at university 
level is provided by six different institutions. In addition, the Institut 
Regional des Sciences de l'Informatique et des Telecommunications (IRSIT) has 
been proposed as an international organizat~on for informatics in the Arab 
region and Africa. ~urther evidence of a positive climate for the growth of 
computer applications is found in the existence of a number of other centres 
for informatics and many computer clubs. 52 

The CNI itself in Tunisia has two regional sub-centres and 250 staff in 
1987, of whom 151 are technical staff. It has carried out work for a number 
of public enterprises, including many manufacturing enterprises. It has also 
produced general purpose software, including accounting and stockkeeping 
software for small and medium enterprises. It is also involved in arabization 
and telecommunications projects. 51 

2.1.4 The role of official development assistance (ODA) 

The role of official development assistance in the development cf 
computing in Africa is a significant one, although there are some grounds for 
believing that it is largely an unconscious one. Many projects for improved 
public administration involve the computerization of information systems. 
Equally, there have been a number of activities targeted at the development 
of human resources in the informatics field. For instance, significant 
training is provided in the UK by industry. Students are sponsored by the 
British Council and the Overseas Development Administration on courses run by 
manufacturers and training companies. 54 

However, other projects not directly in the computer field have had an 
important impact. There is an increasing tendency for computers (mostly PCs) 
to be acquired in the course of a technical co-operation project, whether this 
is in the agriculture, health or education or industry sector. and for it then 
to be added to the stock of eq•lipment and software in the country. The 
demonstration effects as weli as the explicit training in the use of the 
computer that may take place within the life of the project are other 
important considerations that make the indirect boost to inf0rmatics due to 
other projects both significant and at the same time difficult to assess with 
much precision. Perceptions of the impact Rl'e nevertheless high. A W-mg 
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l .:.~ional s .. tlt:s director is i~:1u!t·d .:.ts s .. 1vin:·: :!t.~t "H.11! tt1t :\ti·i\.~.irl rndt~-:tt :s 

sorueont's toreip1 .:ii<l".'' 

Anotht:'r secltH" in 1.:hich donor intt·t«·st is i1i,i:.h ts t' l t.-<.:uuauuni ;.:;;! ic1:.:. 
This h:1s t\·1:n man: impact on tht.' compur..:1· sidt' b,,~·.;1.tst.' . .;s ;:.:11 ;is tL.:· 
indii·ect ettecls ot tht:: int reduction ot computt't·s :;Lr1::1d·: mutt t•Jr:,_d_ tilt·t·- !!t.;': 

be specific electronics skills upt,radinb. :\~:;in. th.:·rt: v:il i be -in irr.µun.rnt 
conti·ibution to tht. intrdstruct.ure n.:t::dt.·d r.01· distributt'd i11i.~1rin.;tiu11 ~·:st.0::m:;. 

as well as in:;.;rnation;1l linka~l:'S. Htt.' p.:in i.cul::r .:..t.t<='ntion oi. bi.i:Ht:Lli 

donot·s with respect to Atrican countrit:s p:irtL\· i·dlh:ts the str·:m6 
international competition among companies ti·om de'.Tlnpt.-tl countt·i•:s in thi.s 
field. Such co-operation is normal!\· linked to th< s~1pµI·: of .:qui.pm.:11t :1m_1 
training for telecommunications svst.:-ra.:. For· insL11:cc. i.:1 Guinea-Bissau. 
there is a joint \·enture 1"i. th the Po1·:..ufucs• cornp;ir1': •..:! 1R:-1 t <' den: lop th<· 
telecommunications system.'6 Telecommunications in Zaire :n« t)rinh dt'\·21'-'!-J(·d 
in conjunction with Alcatel through thE. use oi s.:itdlil'' s•·stems'° ..ind l:a.h· 
is supporting rehabilitation of the cable r;, t\.:orks. Japant:St co-opt.Lili.on in 
the same field is also uuder discussion.'" Tclf·communicilion s\·stt::ms in 
Mozambique are thE: subject ot C()-operation l.'ith t•:o ~ortu_r,ut.<>•c C<'mpa!ilt..s in 
seven projects to a total value ot GS $12.J million." 

2_2 Levels of progress 

2.2.1 Marke<:s 

Ethiopia has been mentioned as the lirst Atrican countrv to acquire a 
computer (in 1960). 60 Since then there !-.as beE:n progrFss. but b\- t:orld 
standards Africa is still in the initial stages. The total present markt:t for 
informatics products in Africa has been estimatE:d at no more than 
FF 2 billion. (i.e. less than US$ l1UO milli0nl. about cne-thousandth ot the 
world market. 61 (This contrasts with an Atrican shart.: of world industrial 
production of between 1 and 2 per cent). Tradt:: data for l~h6 suggest a tot.:il 
at US $1/0 million of informatics electronics. l.'ith Jn estimated total ot 
$60 million of passive components and software of about $HtJ million.'' ~;c, 
detailed or comprehensive figures are avaUab]E that d1·sc:ibe either the 
ins~.:illed capacity or the potential for computers in Airica. Howe:ver. 
estimates are sometimes made at the country level.. Wbat follows · s a summarv 
of some selective evidence on the spread of computt:rs in certain African 
countries. 

ln Botswana, middle-sized companies are one ot the t1"o current growth 
areas for computer usage (the other is the media). The estimated number of 
PCs in 1986 was 600, growing to 880 in 198/ and lOUO in l'J88." In Cameroon. 
the numbers of micros rose from 8j0 in 198~ to 213) in 19HJ and an estimated 
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111.UUU in i_llS'.1.·• 1:1 Cote d'lvoirc. i!!t.· n:.u:iber oL micro:.:L'l!l~;Ut<:·s ros:.: tron: 
ll1UU in l'it:lii to JiJU in lliti:J and an ..-stim . .ilt:d 20.'llJU in 1· 1ti·.1: 0 tiu:. th..: s.une 
journ..il [,i\·es another estimate ct ll .6UU tor lli~IU. 

Cote d' l\·;iir<' h;.;s al re.id,· been mentior!ed iu t<:"nns ot i.ts s! ~-or;:: 
go\"t.•nunent policit.·s in intorm:nics. it is describ~·d :is l.it.:int; 51_1 p.c~- c1::I1t 
computeri::ed. •:hile in Abidjan. the capital. one otticE- i:1 t1.:o has.:; ,·omputet·. 
~lict·ocomputers account tor 6U per cent ot tile tot<.il. and ...it«.: bro,..in,; at 
bO per cent each :1:ear _"' The project~d ~r.J1o:th in mi.nis is 2U per cent . .:;nd 
J per cent in ma.inf rames. •• 

In Gabon. the numbers ot microcomputers rose trom l1UU in l'.itl'i to iudJ 
ia .L'J8J and to an estimated l1lUO i:: l'-J8~1." In Morocco. in 1'18J. there: v:ere 
J'.>UO micros. 80 per cc:nt in the pri\·ate sector. 11 per cent in tht:.· sui:i
public sector and 9 per cent i.1 go\·en1ment _ :·lost 1':ETe used tor management: 
r.ot..i.bly p.:;.~-roll and accounts.·~ ln Senegal. the number ot r .. icTocomput.:rs 
rose from b46 in 19811 ci l /Su in 1 liqJ and rose to .:m t-st imated J.J•+U iii 
l.<J8'J.'" In Sierra Leone. by 1-18/ \·irtuall\· e\·en· maj,1r oi·ganization m-.-ned 
a computer. Furthermore a significant IJroportion of smalle:r busi.n£sse:s no.: 
possess microcomp11ters aP.d use these machines in t:1.::ir da\·-r-o-da\· 
operations. ' 

In Tunisia. the Second National Plan tor lnf')rrn:;.tics ( l<i8! l'.!'il l 
envisages between 8//U and lUjSj ~omputers tor lY9l, d2pending un to ~hat 

extent the principal plan objectives are met. Strikin;l~. the en~isaged role 
ot mainframe computers is \·ery small. i.:i th a maximuiI' !Cumber a: tl:i .. , 

2.2.2 Use of computers by the manufacturi~g sector 

As part ot a series of st11dies ot rehabilitation ot i.idustrv in :\frica. 
UNIOO s'..lrveyed <i number ot companies in the agro-food sector in Zambia. :\Ll 

of the companies visited suffered from lack of adequate informatio11 s~stems 
tor the r-:~tine ta...;ks such as accounting. admin~str:-atinr.. pu;:chascs and 

. - i 
sa1es. 

:\ summarv ot mini and medium-size maintran:e i·:,st:1llations in some: 
francopho~e African countries indicate that in 1989 th1 uverwhelming major:-i.ty 
of these i..:ere in the service~; scctr,rs, especially in banking. insur<irJCf: . 
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transport and communications. Comranies clearly identit iable as manufacturers 
i.·ere very few in numbEr. -. 

As against this there is e~idence of the use ct computers by larger 
manufacturing firms. In Benin. Ste Beninoise de brasserie is computerized for 
management purposes. ln Cote d' Ivoirc. SIR Societe i\·oirienne de 
ratf inage. Abidjan. uses computers not only for management but for maintenance 
planning also.-. In Niger. SONITEXTIL is computerized for management.,- In 
Nigeria it is estimated that more than SO per cent of all industry is using 
computers for accounting. either in-house or using external services.,, More 
detailed information is a\·ailable for Tunisia. These statistics deri·:e from 
the Second National Informatics Plan (1987-1991) which gives the number of 
manufacturing enterprises in Tunisia as 2368 (almost 52 per cent of all 
enterprises). The number equipped with computers was onlv 176. The year of 
data collection was the end of 1984. covering enterprises with more than 10 
employees. "9 The number of staff engaged rose from 2600 in 1981 to 1;500 in 
1986. and is expected to grow to 9700 in 1991. Manufacturing industry had 10 
per cent by value 0f the total installed base of computers. However. less 
than 10 per cent of manufacturing establistunents had a computer in 1986. 
comp:tred to bttween 10 and 20 per cent in agriculture and fisheries. energy 
and mining and transport and communications. In the banking and insurance 
sector, the figure is given as over 75 per cent. Of manufacturing enterprises 
which have computers. all use them for payroll. 80 per cent also for accounts. 
70 per cent also for stockkeeping. 50 per cent for sales, 20 p~r cent for 
production management, and less than 10 per cent for analysis". 80 

The use of computers in the production process itself is even less 
common. In Egypt. computers are used in control of blast furnaces in the iron 
and steel cowpany, Halwan, in process control in the Delta Steel Factory, in 
process control of aluminium manufacturing, in other chemical industries, and 
in the control of crystallization process in chemical industries. 11 

2.2.3 Local manufacture of computers 

Al though the assembly of personal coP.Jputers is now undertaken in several 
African countries (su·:n -ts Cameroon, Ziababve, and Kenya), there is a view 
that "true" manufacturing is not possible. 82 However this is to take a very 
narrow view of manufacturing, and it does not recognize the specific changes 
that have come about i~ the computer inrlustry as a result of the introduction 
of the PC. In 1982, when IBM entered the market, for the first time the 
company went to outside suppliers, using Intel for the microprocessor chips, 
and other suppliers for printers, screens, disk drives, etc. The naturP of 
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the activity increasingly invoh·es the assemblv of products produced b\· 
others. The choice of components and the way in which thev .:i.re put together 
(logically and physically). in ~ther words the design elements. are the oases 
of competition. For this reason "assembly" can have a number of different 
meanings. 

Personal .:omputers of the IBM compatible type are produced in Caaeroon. 
The company IN·~I..AR first launched its Intel 8G88-based computer in 1988 and 
now offers a range of machines including ones based cm 8038t processors. \"GA 
graphics. etc. All the machines are described as being resistant to heat. 
dust and humidity. 13 

COte d'Ivoire is also to eng&ge in the assembly of micro-computers in 
conjunction with a company from Taiwan••. and Kenya assembles a PC clone. the 
Neptune. By so doing the corupany KML (Kenya Microcomputers Ltd.) pays 35 per 
cent duty and 17 per cent sales tax instead of 80 per cert dutv and 35 per 
c~nt sales tax. 95 Other assembly is undertake:n in Kenya. A new companv. 
Microsolve is to join Kenya Microcomputer and Mi~ropower in importing kits and 
assembling them for the !.ocal market and for export. Software packages are 
imported and tailored to local needs. Because of lack of in-company 
resources, this is a common approach on the part of sellers. 16 

In Morocco, the company SBI produces Atlas micros (PC. AT compatible). 
Its capital comes 30 per cent from the national development ba1:k . .- An 
example of computer related equipment production may come from Nigeria. where 
a project to manufacture UPSs in Lagos has been identified and is under 
consideration by United States investors." Computers and LA~ statjons are 
being manufactured in Zimbabwe by Transafrica Computer Services (TCS). 19 

Also in Zimbabwe. CF Tulley Associates and Plessey Zimbabwe have a joint 
venture to assemble clones (Olivetti and Bulgarian lsotimpex). They will 
assemble ca. 600 a year (expected demand 1200 - 1500 a year). 90 

2.2.4 Software and services 

The production of software increasingly seems attractive to developing 
countries. The reasons for this are many. Th<.·v can include a desire for 
import substitution, for export promotion, or for mastery of a key new 
technology. In Africa, the skilled labour focce needed for a sucressful 
software industry is not available, apart from the absence of other necessary 
factors. There is however a common feeling that if African countrie~ are to 
make a start in the informatics fields, they should do so first in software, 
because the capital equipment costs are lower than in other industries and 
becaus£ there may be domestic market opportunities for software to meet 
African conditions. 

11
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However. this latter paint in particular needs caretul consideration. 
The language differei:ces obviouslv open up ct>rtain possibilities. This may 
be pc-rticular1': so when there are different character sets invo1':ed from those 
in English. the language in which most commercial software interfaces are 
~ritten. The arabization of software is the principal issue unC:er this 
heading. The difficulties arise partly from the fact that characters in 
Arabi~ differ in form depending on .-hether they are at the beginning. middle 
or end of a work or are stand-alone. Again. Arabic is written right to left. 
More than simple modifications of the keyboard are called for. Of 
31 companies or institutions reported in 1988 as working on Arabic software 
and systems and equipment. the majority ( 20) were in France. The only African 
Arab countries were Tunisia ( 2). and Morocco ( 1). •t However. there> is 
considerable Arabic software acth·i tv in Egypt. and the use of t\.rabic 
predominates. ' 2 

With respect to issues other than those of language. the demand pos1t1on 
is not so clear. As mentioned. different tax and regulatory systems may 
create certain opportunities. but it is not certain that specially written 
software that caters for these peculiarities can find a wide enough market. 
wider opportunities may be found in applications written using s;:andard 
packages such as the well known spreadsheet er databases. Many thousands of 
small companies in developed countries have already entrusted their accounts 
to these packages. and the arguments for using well known. tried and tested 
packages are often conclusive. The opportunities i& African as in other 
countries may derive from applying the package to special business situations. 
providing a mixture of design. development and advisory services. 

In Botswana. for instance, computer services are a major growth area. 
One recent survey gave ten major companies offering consultancy. supply. 
repair. assembly and training. One of these companies (Ngami Data Service) 
offers a specialist programme for hunting licences. 91 In Cote d'Ivoire there 
are about 20 computer services companies. and competition is keen. The 
largest is Cieria (Compagnie ivoirienne d'etudes et de realisation en 
informatique et automatisme) which has an annual turnover of about 
600 mill~on francs CFA." 

In Egypt there are around 100 active software houses, with about ten of 
these working on ll!C:linf rdme sof twa~e and the remainder ~orking on PC 
applications.•~ A software package specifically for small and medium sized 
African building contractors has been designed in Gabon. 96 

In Mozambique there exist already J.O groups capable of Joint serious 
work in i.nfonnatics. and there is talk of some specialists forming a co-

• 9• operative. 
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Business applications tor MS-DOS machines are written in Ziababwe bv 
Micropac (Pvt) of Harare and supported in Zambia. Malawi and Zimb.ab•e_•• 

2.3 Education and training 

The shortage of skills is often the implacable obstacle to a wider use 
of computers. Technological change is such as to redefine the skills reuqi::-ed 
on a frequent basis_ Many of the difficulties can be overcome by better 
choices of eq•iipoient and software. Nevertheless tnere will ~ontinue to be a 
need for trai~1ed staff who know what a computer can do and who can analyse a 
business problem and implement a solution to it that will improve the 
efficiency of the organization concenied. These abilities. to make the right 
choices, to bring the application t~ an operational stage and to make sure 
that it is us~d to best effect by those whom it is intended to assist. derive 
partly from training and partly from experience. It is the task of training 
policy and activities to make sure that the two are co~plementary and in line 
with technological change. 

The special problems of computers in Africa are such that the experience 
component of skills development is likely to be imp.;!rfect. This is inevitable 
in a situation where the latest tec,nology is not available, where pirate 
copies of software are being used. where staff resources are limited so that 
design. testing and documentation are neglected in favour of rapid system 
development. and where the absence <if a computer culture means that 
uncritical attitudes persist, better ;-:rays to do things are not known, and poor 
examples of computerization fail to convince newcomers of the potential 
benefits. 

Moreover there will be a tendency for tfiose who do have initial skills 
to migrate to countries where they can not only earn more money but upgrade 
their skills in line with the latest t~chnological developments. For the best 
of these the latter may be the dominant motivation. The phenomenon of skilled 
nationals of developing countries finding a living abroad can be observed in 
the computer field as in every other advancf'd sector . ., Nevertheless in 
countries such as Algeria, Ci>te d'Ivoire. Egypt and Nigeria there are few 
shortages of staff. The real problems are the potential ones. and the 
explosion of usage in personal computers will create significant shortages in 
the future in a number of African countries. This is not only because there 
will be an increaseJ need for staff to give support to PC users as well as to 
develop epecific applications, even using standard software packages. The 
problem is also that the normal processes oZ self-education among computer 
staff, especially in the personal computer field. will be severely hindered 
without access to information as to the latest trends and practices in 
software. It remains true that most of these still arise from developed 
count1ies. 

With respect to education, it has been pointed out that there is often 
a confusion between the subject of computers in education (i.e. as a tool for 
learning) and education in computing, in which computing becomes a part of t.he 
curriculum like other subjects. Nevertheless there have been significant 
steps in the encouragement of computing through several attempts to supply 
different levels of the educational system with equipment. Egypt has perhaps 
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the most elaborate plans. with the intent ion to appl~· computer-assisted 
learning techniques. The approach being adopted is a fully integrated one. 
with co-operation with external firms in the importation of PCs in kit form 
and in the training of technical staff for the construction 01 the PCs. 
Training of the Egyptian CAL instructors is to be carried out in France. and 
the software is to be produced entirely in Egypt. al though there mav be 2 

supply of software tools from France for this purpose. 1 ~0 

Evidence at the country level on the position with regard to edu::ation 
and training is as follc-ws. In Botswana there are co:mi:ercial computer 
schools. 101 

In COte d"Ivoire there is a tra1n1ng centre in Abidjan for officials 
('Le Centre de formation continue des cadres a :\bidjan (March 1987). 101 '..\o 
fewer than 95 per cent of analyst/progr-ammers are nationals. engineers 
55 per cent. 101 

In Gabon. !Al ( Institut Africain d' informatique) provides training in 
informatics on a regional basis. m In Kenya training is provided for 
instance by Kenya Polytechnic. with a three year diploma course which includes 
industrial experience. The University of Nairobi Institute of Computer 
Science has a postgraduate course. About 20 schools have computers with at 
least three using them in teaching. 105 

Morocco has planned to ha.,.·e 400 secondary schools equipped by 1990 but 
in 1989 there were only about 60 so supplied. In Algeria the numbers of 
computers available to the educational system seems very high: there appear 
to have been at least 10000 in 1989. although perhaps half of these are older 
eight bit machines they are nevertheless adequate for basic computer literacy 
purposes. Agai.n there has been a concem:ration on computer clubs which 
flourish under the auspices of youth centres. e~pecially in Algiers. In 
Morocco, in 1985. there were 12.500 computer staff (56 per ctr.t operators. 
28 per cent programmers, and 16 per cent analysts). The majority "'ere trained 
by the National Institute of Statistics or the office for professional 
training. 106 

In Nigeria, at least 26 firms underta~e training. 101 In Senegal. there 
is a Centre de formation a la micro-inforeaatique de Dakar (October 1988). 
This is in connexion with the chambers of commerce and industry in Dakar and 
Le Havre. the latter having the Cen.re Normand de Recherche en lnformatiqJe 
( Cenori) . 101 
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ln Sierra Leone. the Institute of. Public Administration and ~nagement 
( IP.:\..'i) at the r:ni ... ·ersity of Sierra Leone provides training in information 
technologv. based on the realization that •AccoJnting and computer could not 
be treated as independent subjects. They •er£: incxtricabl:--· linked.•'°• 

The role ol comput£:r-assisted learning seems to ha\.·e been taken quite 
far in Tunisia. where. along with the usual mechanisms of national informatics 
plans and national commissions for informatics. there has also been an 
emphasis on "·oluntary activity. In particular. there has been an emphasis on 
encouraging the formation of computer clubs. which can be a "·ery important 
ingredient in encouraging a •computer culture• of the kind referred to 
earlier. 1 '

0 Tunisia is one ot se\.·eral countries which have made forecasts 
of their skill requirements in the informatics field. The Second lll."ltional 
Plan tor Informatics (1'18/ - 1991) etwisages a number of personnel needs 
totalling between 8'.:>00 and 9 700 by the end of the plan period. depending ou 
to what extent t!te principal objective is met_ This is a target of at leas~ 
l per cent of PNB (GDP) of informatics. and preferably 1.2 per cent. in order 
to reach a take-off le\.·el. 11

' 

Much tratn1ng is carried out directly by the manufacturers of computers 
or their agents. usually of customers or their employees. ICL. for instance. 
has training centres in Egypt. Zi•babve and Kenya. among other countries. 
where possible it arranges for courses to be held in the countries concerned 
but a lot of employees and customers also come to !CL in Britain. perhaps as 
many as 1500 from Africa Pach ye.ar. tu 

In parallel •ith the state run educational sector, commercial computer 
training activities are common in both de\·eloped and developing countries. 
In some cases however. the kind of training offered may not be particularly 
useful Sometimes people can be led to pay for courses in BASIC for instance 
with the expectation that this will of itself lead to a well paid career. 
Even more strlictured courses with more focus on actual commercial applications 
may nevertheless not le.id to employment as a data processing professional, 
since experience in ~he industry still counts for more than any paper 
qualification. The effect of a shortage of experienced people in computing 
i:-1 developed countries has often been to bid up the wage levels. rather than 
to allow new entrants to the market. There have been very practical reasons 
for this. The systems in operation in computing have been painfully 
constructed and have become central to commercial operations. Computing staff 
will not be willing to jeopardize these systems by allowing inexperienced 
staff to participate in their maintenance and further development. Nor. in 
the light of the heavy backlogs of work that typify the level of applications 
development in modern computing, will they be willing to releast: their 
experienced staff to undertake the practical training of inexperienced staff. 
whether in a structured or unstructured way. 
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2.4 Producer presence 

2.4.1 Presence of c011pUte1 firms 

The presence or absence ot indi\·idual :.::omp.:mies in Atric•m cou::ttries is 
difficult to determine in practice. Yet it is important in providin~ support 
and access to new technology. toge~her with the assurance to the potential 
buyer of a computtr that help in its maintenance and use can be counted upon. 
Traditionally the major computer companies pro\·ided this support along •ith 
their sales. Although maintenance and other sen·ices were charged tor. there 
was ne\·erthe.iess a good deal of free ad\·ice and suggestions as part ot the 
sales procedure. The psychological underpinning pro\·ided by a strong supplier 
presence was significant_ Now the tendency is i ncreasingl v. for all exceFt 
mainframe compu~ers. for the manufacturer not to sell the ~reduct to the final 
user but rather to a distributor. sales agent. systems house. \·alue added 
reseller or some other intermediary. In many cases these pro\·ide the same 
services as the manufactun:r did in the past. al though there is a limit to the 
kind of free advice to be expected with the purchase of a PC costing around 
one thousand dollars. 

Another factor militating aga~r.st the presence of the lar~e computer 
firms was market sizG. Only the biggest and most advanced African countries 
were likely to attract the large firms. The other countries WLre supplied 
through appointed or independent agents. This is not necessarily a bad thing 
in terms of individual services pro\·ided. but it is ne\·erthdess the C"ase that 
the direct presence of a large computer firm in the country contribute.:; to the 
confidence of the potential computer market and thus has a ro1-e in helping 
it to grow. 

A number of large firms are directly present in some African countries. 
although coverage is far from complete. Thus. for instance. IBM has agencies 
in its biggest markets: Morocco. COte d'Ivoire. Tunisia. ea.eroun. Gabon and 
Senegal. and also in Algeria. In 1989 IBM sold 6000 PCs and about 100 minis. 
However the turnoVf~r of IBM in Africa is only 60 per cent of that in Portugal_ 
Bull and Unisys are important also. 111 IBM has recently opened 
representation in Ugal'Kla through BSL (Business Systems Limited).'" 

Computcrland. the worldwide retailing com?any. which has 28 per cent of 
the US market, 18 per cent of the world market and 10 per cent of the European 
market, through 900 franchises of which 100 are in Europe. now has four 
franchises in Africa (COte d'Ivoire, Gabon. ea.croon. and SenegalJ. 11 ~ 

In Tunisia, the Ministry of Indu'itry and Commerce checks on the 
provision of after-sales service and tries to limit a proliferation of brands. 
In spite of this, there were six mini and medium computer and mainframe 
distributors in 198/, together wi :..h 32 microcomputer and peripheral suppliers. 
the latter handling 2/ different brands_u• 
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Cote d•lvoire illustt-.Jt.:s that .-hiie links .-ith tormE't- coloni.:il po•et· 
are import.:mt. •ithin those there is tiexibilit\·. s.:i.T. 1.>::>up~l has onh· i<J 
pe-r cent ot tht:- French market but 1,u pet· cent ot th<it in Cote d'lvoiri::_:: 

Kenya h.as ot course man\· dealerships but it has <ilso been the t.ocus ot 
direct act ion b:· 111.:ijor 111.inutacturers. •hose: irwoi. ':.c'ment !.s in the tur:n or 
subsidiary companies. such as ICL Ken~·.:; and :.'~CR Kenya."' in Morocco. th.:re 
•ere 31 suppliers in l~~b. emploving 8UU people. Bull and IB~ each had Jj per 
cent or the market. Burroughs lU per ctnr.··

4 
In Zaabia. it has been not.c'd 

that the market for computers is ':en· skE:;.-ed. :\ sun·e\· ot computer usage in 
late l 486 noted that ot a total of 1 lti t.omputers co•:.:: red in the sun:ey. the 
tc.p n:o companies had supplied '11 ot them.' 2

; In Ziababve C.F. Tullev 
:\sso..:iates has a staff ot mon:. than )U'J. a"!d has tranchises tor l:c>upil. Epson. 
Isotimpex. ferranti and Compaq. It also pro\·ides rtgional support tor Data 
t;eneral in Eastern Central and Southern .:\t rica. :>: 

The question of second-hand equipment ..-ould bear closer examination in 
the .:\f rican context. Technological change is so rapid that in de\·eloped 
countries perfectlv usable equipment is otten described as obsolete. In some 
cases the opportunity is being taken to export it to de\·eloping countries 
rather th~n scrapping it. for instance. the system ot "cartes gri~~s· for the 
~inistr:· of TranSJ .Jrt in Benin has been computerized i.·ith (second-hand) IB:t 
equipment by a company Paris Computer Exchange. •hich sptcial izes ir. the sale 
of second-hand computer equipment. The equipment ..-as thoroughly c\·erhauled 
and a technician •as sent. 122 In other cases pro:dmi t\· to a morE- ad\·anced 
computer market of itself •ill facilitate such transters. Thus in Botsi.:ana 
the situation ..-as summarized in saying that "8v per cent ot t'1e installations 
there are ex-Johannesburg. •"1 

2_4_2 Producer perceptions 

For the present stud\• a smali sun·ey ..-.:.s undertaken of the 'lk!jor .-orld 
computing companies. to see .-hat ..-as their im·ol\·ement in African rr1arkets :md 
•!-.at ..-ere th:?ir plans for the future. The companies ir. the D.:\T:\.'i.:\T~O~ l\JU. 
a list compiled annually bv Datamation magazir'e . ..-ere circularized •ith a 
questionnaire that attempted to obtain an o\·en·ie• of the situation. The 
companies co\·ered include not only hardware and software producers ~ut also 
systems companies and in some cases purely tinancia! companies invol\e~ in 
leasing computer equ: pment. In other cases the companies are pi-imaril \" 
concerned ""ith military markets. The surve\· is based on responses to10ards the 
end of 1988. The response .... as not high ..... ith JI completed questionnaires out 
ot a possiblf' lUU. However. it ,..as possible to sav that most of those 
companies in any way active in Atrica did reply. 

Adaptation of products to the African markets hGs taken place in certain 
cases. notably in sof twar•! and in SC'n·ices. for both of these commcrc i al 
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practices were the ccmmonest cause of adaptation. followed bv language. 
Hardware changes lo"ere occasioned most frequently by the power supply ( S cases) 
followed by operating temperature and humidity (3 cases each). Other causes 
for adaptation cited were altitude. packaging. keyboard cables and local 
telecommunications requirements. 

As is to be expected. given the small share of Africa in world 
informatics markets. the share of revenues arising in Africa for any of the 
companies sun;eyed is also very small. The highest share quot.ed was less than 
5 per cent for a PC manufacturer . .,.ith a disk drive manufact1:rer quoting less 
than 4 per cent. The most frequent answer was zero (11 responses) with ten 
other responses from zero to 2 per cent. 

Tl:e expectations of how the share would evolve ove~- the period 1988-1992 
were. for 13 firms. that their share would increase, with 12 expecting it to 
remain the s~me. As many as 16 firms expected to take specific action in the 
African market. There were 16 planning to appoint distributors or local 
agents. 8 planning to adapt their products to the market. 6 planning to open 
representative or sales offices, 6 planning to take an interest in local 
companies. and 4 intending to establish manufacturing or service facilities. 
The overall impression conveyed by these figures is that the major firms have 
modest but posith·e expectations cf the market possibilities. and plan fairly 
conservative action to exploit what is seen as a rather limited potential. 
It should be stressed that no computer firm expressed themselves in this 
manner. nor were they asked to compare the potential in Africa with other 
developing regions. However. given that eight of the firms whose share of 
world revenues from Africa was zero stated that they expected this to remain 
the same. it seems that the market is not regarded as especially promising. 

What are the major obstacles tc increasing activity on the part of 
computer companies in Africa? A number of possible difficulties were listed 
and the companies were asked to rank them as very important, fairly important. 
or not very important. The clearly most important obstacle was currency 
restrictions and payments difficulties, which were ranked as very important 
by 16 of the respondents, and as fairly important by 5. This was followed by 
a lack of demand for computer products, which was perceived as very important 
by 12 firms. with another 7 regarding it as fairly important. Inadequate 
telecommunications then was followed by non-tariff barriers. lack of suitable 
local agents, and lack of market information. Tariff barriers should be 
m~ntioned especially, because al~hough only 5 companies thought they were a 
very important obstacle, 11 others thought they were fairly important. The 
remaining possible obstacles were unreliable electricity, unsuitable climatic 
conditions, competition from low-cost producers and language difficulties, 
which only 2 firms thought w~re very important. It is however noteworthy that 
all of the potential su~gested obstacles were regarded as very important by 
at least 2 companies. One company suggested another obstacle as being very 
important, the fina'.1cing question. 
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3. MARKETS AS nlEY ARE (FIELD QUESTIONNAIRE) 

3.1 Data collection 

In order to collect da~a on some of the questions discussed in the 
preceding section. a questionnaire was designed and sent to l''.\IDO or l~DP 
staff in each African country. Since the primar:-· object i ;;e •as to obtain as 
complete a picture as possible. the questionnaire was designed to be short and 
to cover the main issues. It is reproduced as annex I. The first t,..o 
questions dealt primarily with the human resources aspect of computer usage. 
intending to collect information ciS to the availability of trained computer 
staff. and the skill levels and the source of these. 

The third question. on software production. is a significant one. 
because it asked whether the respond-cnt was aware of packc.ge sofn•are 
producers. custom (made to order) software firms. or package software 
suppliers. agents or sellers. If ti"le answer to the first part is positl'\:e. 
it means that the country concerned has al ready es ta bl ished itself at a 
certain level of computer development \.:hich is analogous to that of a 
developed country. The production of software as a package invol ,;es a level 
of commitment and investment which can only be attained with the simultaneous 
presence of a skilled and creative software staff but more importantly t:he 
existence and availabilit:y of an appropriate market: for the product. The 
presence of custom software firms. who write programmes t:o order. indicates 
a less advanced level. !>ut st: ill one which is significantly more than a 
country still in the initial status of informatics de\·elopment. The presence 
of agents or sellers of software shows that a market exists. of some kind. 
It also shows that a minimum level of support: ma:-· be a\·allable to t:he 
purchaser of software and thus at least part of the necessar·; "environment: 
form" for th~ use Gf computers mainly present:. 

This last point is explored further in a series of questions on the 
presence of software support. suppliers of equipment:. availability of computer 
consumables (such as magnet:ic media, paper. replacement. chips. etc.). Some 
of the supplies mentioned in this question in fact contain indicators as to 
how up-to-date t:he industry is in the country in question. Thus. for 
instance. 8 inch diskett:es are now obsolete in developed countries and 3~ inch 
diskettes are rapidly replacing t:he 5~ inch diskett:es. Similarly. punch cards 
are also obsolete in these terms and magnetic tapes, while they are not 
exactly obsolete, are very much associated with old style computing. and very 
inefficient for normal use. Question 8. on the repc.ir of equipment also deals 
with the general question of the support available to a computer user. The 
following question on local sources of information on computers refers also 
to support av.'lilability. but in a wider context, that of a general climate of 
awareness of computers within the country. The presence of computer 
societies. magazines. and shops (as distinct from specific supply companies) 
car. be taken as an indicator of the developed computer market. Question 10 
to 13 collec!: information on the present use of computers for industrial 
management in the ccuntry and also on the degree of sophistication and the 
degree to which ~he approach used is a modern one. Thus. question 11 asks 
about the age of the equipment, question 12 attempts to gather information on 
whether the computer is used on an on-1 i ne basis or in the older way of 
batch-processing. Hore up-to-d<.te forms of package software. such as database 
and application generators also provide by their use ar1 indication of how 
up-tn-datc is the operation in process. 
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Finally. question 14 reviews some of the issues iil terms of 
en\"i ronmental factors such as temperature. humidi t .,. and dust. as well as 
infrastructure variabie such as the public power supplv and 
telecommunications. ";;ithin this question. the issues of SUJJport as percei\·ed 
by the respondents are again examined. 

3.2 Huaan resources 

The questionnaire. as can be seen. began with t,..o questions attempting 
to assess the availability of human resources for computerization. The first 
question askeci how difiicult it ,..as to find locally computer staff who were 
fully trained and experienced. with a separat!.on into system analysts. 
programmers. and operators. It should be noted at the outset that this is 2 

very rough categorization. The effect of technological change is such as to 
~educe the importance of the conputer operator. There ate two main causes. 
The first is the increasing importance of the personal computer. for which no 
operator is needed. The second is that even on mainframe and minicomputers. 
the traditional work area of the computer operator. the open1.:ing system 
software itself has become so sophisticated that the actual number of 
operators need£-d per machine has been dramatically reduced. Many 
minicomputers are now sold which acclaim to require no full-time operator. 
Again, the sophistication of the operating systems means that the work to be 
done b:r the operator is increasingly routine and his or her intervention with 
the computer is less often needed. 

A further development as a co~sequence of technological change is that 
the programmer has also experienct·d a redefinition of role. The wider use of 
software packages. wt.ich are sufficiently generalized and flexible enough to 
be used for many business tasks without any direct programming on the par~ of 
the user. mean that the programming task is somewhat reduced in importance 
within the traditional work area in business (programming on the other hand 
is very much on the increase in the rievelopment of application soft¥;are. ,..hi ch 
is much more sophisticated -:han it used to be). The effect of these two 
changes is to increase the importance of the systems analyst: the traditional 
r-:::-~grammer has both more time and more opportunitv to develop new skills in 
defining the use to which the computer system will be put. Again. the 
proliferation of distributed computer power and the growth of networking means 
that the design task becomes a much more complicated one than it was :..n the 
past. 

Given these facts. the human resource ~upply situation in African 
countries does not look encouraging. System analysts are either difficult or 
impossible to find in 26 out of 39 countries. The ten countries, who describe 
it as impossible comprise the following: Botswana, Chad, Congo, Equatorial 
Guinea, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda, Somalia, and Sao Tome and 
Principe. Most of these countries are least developed countries. and many are 
also small in population size. However, the list contains some surprises in 
that Botswana and Nigeria have relatively advanced industrial sectors. 

The eleven countries which do not experience difficulties 
include Algeria, Cote d'Ivoire, Djibouti, Egypt, Kenya, 
Seychelles, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, and Zaire. 

in this regard 
Morocco, the 

The situation with respect to the supply of programmers is better than 
that for systems analysts. For fourteen countries it is not difficult to 
obtain them, as against 25 where it is difficult or impossible. In fact, in 



only two cases. Congo and Rwanda, is it impossible. For operators. the supply 
situation is tven better. with 25 countries saying that it is not difficult 
to obt.:tin them and twelve reporting as difficult. In no case is it said to 
be impossible to find a computer operator. 

The responses to this question have to be seen together with those for 
the second question, which dealt with the formal training and qualifications 
of the staff. This is because information on availability of staff does not 
of itself indicate whether the reason that the staff are available is because 
there is no work for them or because there is a good local system of training 
which produces more candidates than can be absorbed. 

According to the information supplied in the questionnaire the so1..&rce 
of training for trained computer staff of all ty~es is very evenly distributed 
between in-company trainir:g. computer manufacturer er supplier training, and 
university qualifications with technical qualifications coming somewhere 
behind. However, the distribution of training sources differs sharply once 
the total of computer staff is broken down into systems analysts. programmers. 
and operators. Systems analysts are preponderantly university trained or 
trained by the computer manufacturer or supplier. with in-company training and 
technical qualifications being infrequent. Programmers also have 
preponderantly university qualifications but in-company training and technical 
qualifications are more frequent than are computer manufacturer or supplier 
training. In contrast to this, operators have in-company training as their 
most usual trai1,ing source, with computer manufacturer or supplier training 
being second. Fairly few have technical qualifications or university 
qualifications. This pattern is derived of course from the aggregate results 
and the situation may differ markedly in individual countries. For instance, 
in Tunisia, the majority of all three groups, systems analysts, programmers. 
and operators 3re described as having technical qualifications. In addition, 
all three groups have uni ve-·si ty qualifications to the extent that these have 
been available. In the case of systems analysts, since 1975, in the ~se of 
programmers, since 1972, and in the case of operators, since 19;•.'. The 
response from Nigeria. while ~aying that programmers had in-company training, 
also indicated that some had university qualifications also. For Angola, the 
comment "there are very few" was suopl ied in connection with programmers, 
about whose training no general statEment could be made. 

3.3 Software markets 

At the world level, the software market is a complex one, complexity of 
which is accentuated by the diffusion of hardware and technological advances 
and its capability. The typical example is that of the development: of 
so-called ''user-friendly" software which is easy to use, flexible, and 
responsive Lo the needs of the individual. The spread of personal ccmputcrs 
has meant a corresponding spread of the use of such software in the fiel~ of 
industrial management as everywhere else. However, this tends to exist &ide 
by sidP. with the older type of centralized application, characterized by a 
mainframe computer run by a data processing department of a compLny. One 
reason why a merger does not take place or tak~s place over a long period of 
time, is that the existing applications runnine on !:he mainframe are so 
important to the life of the company concerned that they cannot be disrupted 
in any way. 

All the elements suggest that at the company level in Africa the 
position is very different. There the typical pattern has been a spread of 
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personal computers in ad\·ance of anv mainframe and mun computer appl i cat iou. 
This means that the African companv concerned may not be lumbered i.-ith clumsy 
and expensive and out-of-date softw..ire written for a mainframe 10 or 1) vears 
ago and updated from year to year. But it also means that tht' applications 
probably suffer from the typical chara,·teristics of personal computer software 
that is oriented towards a single user and does not ccme with much in tht:- wav 
of support from the seller. 

The general technological trends are such as to increase the emphasis 
on p.:ickaged software and to r..:!duce the relative importa11ce of the individually 
written progra101De 0r suite of programmes. This not withstanding. the presence 
of a software company, producing software to order. suggests at least some 
lev::l of development of a computer market within the country since if ther..: 
were no such market, une would envisage the presence only of isolated computer 
installations relying on their morn expertise and that of the original 
supplier. Again. the presence of package software i~od~cers is an indication 
of a more elabcrate computer market with! n the country. since in this c.'lse the 
producers of the packaged software are doing it in the expect~tion being ablt· 
to sell it afte;:-wards. rather than merely fulfilling a contract for a 
particular customer. 

The results of the questionnaire indicate twelve African countries 
appeared to have package software producers. These are Algeria, Cameroon, 
Ghana, Djibouti, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Senegal, Somalia, Tunisia, Zimbabwe, 
and Zambia. This list is somewhat surprising with the inclusion of Somalia 
and the fact that Cote d'Ivoire, for instance, is not included. With respect 
to custom software firms. 19 respondents indicate the presence of such firms 
in the country and with respect to suppliers or agents of softw' re the 
response was even higher with 30 of the countries being reported as having 
such sellers. The nine countries without such basic coJ11Dercial activity as 
the sale of software are Angola, Cape Verde, Chad, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, 
Ethiopia, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone, and Tanzania. 

The main conclusion to be derived from the above figures is that the 
relatively high number of countries in which software suppliers are to be 
found indicates a fairly hi!-,h dE.gree of market activity. This, however. does 
not necessarily mean that the market as such has fulfilled 'ts second role. 
that of providing support and general information in case of difficulties to 
software users. This can be seen in the fact that the responses to question 
four, in which it is asked whether a user would be able to find assistance 
with a commercial software package within the country, paint a fairly 
discouraging picture. In only 15 cases was the answer "usually" given. The 
answer "sometimes" was given in 18 cases and the answer "never• given in six 
cases. The latter inclutied Cape Verde. Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Hali, Sao 
Tome c.nd Principe, and Tanzania. Tn the case of Sierra Leone it \/as pointed 
out by the respondent that such help was not available except from other users 
of the package. 

The results indicate a real di ff icul ty and a clear obstacle to wider use 
of computers, whether for industrial management or any other pur~ose. In 
general, a comruter user is likely to have mon problems with the software 
than the hardware, esoecially with the increasing integration of electronic 
components. Hartiware problems may be the result of faulty chips or bad 
connections, but the number of possibilities is by no means as large (nor in 
most cases are occurrences so frequent) as in the case of software. Problems 
with software may arise from a lack of understanding of the purposes for which 



the sott•art.' .-.;;s deri\·ed and the pt·oblems ma\· .:u-ise also fn•m .:;. mism.·· ch 
bet1.:.:en the capabilitit:s of the sott.-art and the put·poses tor 1.:hich it is 
intendEd to be used bv the purchaser. It should also be not iced that the 
initi.il stages ot the use ot sotn•are ;.ire most precarious. A pro1;lt'm at this 
sta&e effectivelv disables the sott•are altogether. A potential u~~r can Dt 
blocked b~· some simple mistake such as pressin£ .:i "return" ke\· instead ·:Jf an 
"enter" key just as it the sott.-are itself contained some obscure ila.-. T~e 

a\·ailability ot help or ad\·ic.:e on an in!ormal and frequent basis is usually 
the c!lly way in 1o·hich use!ul rrogress can be guaranteed. The support c,f other 
users is as critical to thi.s process as that of the ori&inal seller of the 
soft1t."are. lliho may i~ anv ca~e be simpl~· selling a packaged pcoduct off. the 
shelf and not ha\·e used it at all. 

Question fi\·e ot the questionnaire asked about the pres~nce oi compu(fC 
or equipment suppliers in the cov1try. Ho!.Ne\·er. question [ivE: gi•:':"s an 
o\·er·.·iei.-. at lea.st of the pet·ceptions cf the questionnaire respondent~:. 

although the results are unlikely to be completely accurate. As is to bE 
expected. the presence of distributers or ~ales agents is much more fr~quenL 
than that of branches of the equi pmer.t manutacturers. Thus. while ma int ;:-dme 
manufacturers are represented in t1o·el \·e countries. 23 countrie::i ha\·e: 
distributors or sales ag•.mts for mainframes. By contrast. minicomptn:er 
manufacturers are represented in only ten countries. with 1.9 countries ha·:inb 
minicomputer distributors or sales agenrs. The largest number of distributors 
or sales agents is round for microcomputers/personal computers. where 36 
countries report distributors or sales agents. In thi.s case onl:: ele\·en 
countries have a branch of the ma1.1..:facturers. This is not. ho,..e\·er. 
surprising. because personal computers are much ~rre likely to be dist1ibuted 
through what amount to retail channels and in man~· cases the manufacturer cio£s 
not sell to the public at all. The eleven mam:f acturers represented may be 
mainly those computer companies which also produce othE,r forms of computers. 
mainframes and minis and the sale and service of these may be the main reafn'1 
for the manufacturers to direct presence in the country. The position with 
respect to printers is very sim~lar to that of micro-PCs. as is t:hat tor 
tape/disk drives. While many printer companies exist which do not produce 
comput(rs. &nd ar~ quite likely to be present in an African country in their 
own right. the sa111e is not true of tape and disk drives. The laq;e producers 
of disk drives sell to compute.c mamifa·~turers and it is probably these who are 
referred to by the n~spondents of the questionnairo.. Finally. the position 
with respect to VDUs :md terminals should be noted: 26 countries report the 
presence of distributors or sales agents. with only nine having the presence 
of a manufacturer of such equipment. Agaiu, these manufacturers <>-:e probably 
the same diveL"si.fied computer equipment companies who produce everything from 
mainframe computers to per~onal computers and l-eripherals. 

Question 6 de.:ilt with the supply of computer consumables in the country. 
That is the magnetic media such as diskettes, the paper needed for printers, 
the small but vital electronic components occasionally needed tor replacement 
purposes, etc. Some ot these i terns, such as p.-per for printers may not be 
very sophisticated tPchnologically and yet represent an essential need for the 
useful operation of the computer. Floppy disks. also known as diskettes, are 
in general divided into 31:". '.J''I.". and 8". (A new standard, 2", is beginr.ing 
to appear but has wet with limited acceptance. The priority appears to be the 
getting of more and more data on the .:!Xisting 3~" size.'a) -~·he world market 

'""The !lopp1e~ bounco bark". frnanqal T1mu. 1, October 1990. 
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for diskettes in 1939 was around 3 bill ion uni ts. made up ot 2 bill ion ) 1
•". 

800 million 3~" and 200 million 8".,,., The supplv position with respect to 
each of the items menticned in the questionnaire is as follows: 

Diskettes 8 inch. Surprisingly. in view of the rapid disappearance ot 
these from the markets of developed countries. these were still 
JescriLcd as easy tc obtain in 14 countries. compared with ditficult or 
imµossible in 16. 

Diskettes 5"1. inch. Still the most common magnetic media. these are 
descr1-bed as easy t<.> obtain in no fewer than 28 of the countries of 
Africa. In two countries it is impossible to obtain them. and because 
these are perhaps the most essential supply for the personal comput.er: 
user. it is perhaps interesting to notice which countries are in 
question: Sao Tome and Principe and Equatorial Guinea. 

Diskettes 3~ i.nch. These appe< ed to be rapidly beccming widely 
available, being so in 22 countries, still difficult LO be obtained in 
eight and impossible in five. In view of the better protection (for 
instance, against dust) afforded by 3~ inch diskettes it is to bz hoped 
that their use will become more widespread. 

Magnetic tapes. These are described as easy to obtain in 14 countries. 
and difficult in 14. 

Continuous printer paper. Is easy to obtain in 27 countries, difficult 
in 9 and impossible in 3. Continuous printer paper is a fairly high 
quality product, demanding reasonable feedstock and relatively new 
equipment for its manufacture. The opportunities for local m&nufacture 
should be considered. since it is unlikely that many '.)f the 28 
countries where it is easily available ~n fact produce it. This would 
also reduce transpcrt costs. 

Printer ribbons. These are less frequently available than printer 
paper, even though there are equally essential to the operation of a 
computer printer. They are easy to obtain in 20 countries and 
difficult in 14, while being impossible in 5. These are Cape Verde, 
Equatorial Guinea, Sao Tome and Principe, Sierra Leone and Sudan. 
Given the necessi t_v for prim.:er ribbons. there may be some recycling of 
existing ones through re-inking. This is not unknown in developed 
countries either. 

Punch cards. fhis subject received the highest number of "impossible" 
responses, which strongly suggests that th~ tendency for this media to 
becoml; obsolete is prevalenc: in Africa as n:uch as anywhere else. It 
also received th~ lowest score for being "easy" to obtain, being so in 
only I ~ountries, while 12 reported it as difficult. The high number 
of "don't knows" (eight) iil this context again points to it;; rapid 
obsolescence. 

Toner for photocopier Cl.dill. Sixteen countries report this as easy 
and only 11 as difficult. Thus although it is certainly not widespread 

ll~"Dac·maklnp, the Chrn~se wa·1", \;omput.vr Week~. & September 1990 
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and the t.:c!:u·J~ :.;~._. 

Angola ;..·.:;--; th.:it the: 
ha;; i.>.cpm tc m.:±b.
i as.::~- ~'rin~t.·r v.·~1s 

J.n imr:..ict. t ren: 
just bein~ intr~duc.:d. 

~.:iblt•s and comiLctors v.·t're e.:;s,· t'J obt.:±in in 11, c.:>ses. and ditticult ire 
ii. :\b.:;in. the pt·obl.:ms ma'-· be simph· lo...- le\·eis 0t dem.:imi. perh..ips 
\·:ith .:; salt: at c.:..bles and comtEctot·s '-'·ith tht• 1..n-igir!ai e:-quipment .:rnd 
tev.· requirements t:h anv additions tb::reto. This means that thE 

equipment the!• is pnibabi\· used in its oribinal configuration. v.·ith 
little change in terms of e~tras being added or s~opping ot printers. 
tor example. 

fuses for electronic equi~ment ~ere easv to obtain in l~ cases and 
difficult in li•. The esst.:ntial nature ot these ite:ms mt:ans that the 
supplv position is rath~r disturbing. 

Standard R_.\;."! chips. :\part f mm punch cards. the suppl~- of standard R_.\..'1 
chips is the least satistactory. In only lU cases are thev described as 
easv to obtain and difficult to obtain in 1~ ...-ith impossible to obtain 
in 5. The de!!land for R_~-1 chips in de\·eloped countries is in general 
of t...-o kinds. as tar as existing computer users are concerned. 

The tirst is the replacement ot dt:fective chips in the computer 
(PC). It should be noted that a R_.\:1 chip can be defectin: in subtle 
wavs which cannot be detected unless suitable sof t...-are and;or hardware 
is present. The detect may be such as to cause only occasional crashes 
ot the svstern when rhat particular area of memory represented bv the 
chip is <J.cce:·ssed. Lnle_,s a thorough diagnostic analysis is carried 
out. the orir,ins of the fault ma:· not be detected and it ma\· be 
.:ittribut<'d instead to some other causc. perhaps t:lectri.c current 
failure or a bug in the software. 

:\gain. an0ther source of demand is fur e:-:.;p<insion of the o:isting 
mer.:orv b•; addinF; more R.-\:·t chips. The most 1:ornmon operating s\·stem 
:·IS-DOS. allows onlv 6i1UK to be addressed in a personal computer. 
However. some personal computers are sold with Jl2K fitted as standard 
or evt:n 2J6K and irequentlv tht: demand i11 developed countrit::s is to 
bring up the memon· av.iilablc to its ma:·:imwn. lncreasinglv. sott...-are 
;n·ailable for PCs demands th(• full bfJIJr: to ...-ork efti.cient 1

\·. lt is 
possible that in some Atrican countries the 
allm: for installation ot e:-:tra chips. 
position is due to a lack of dern;md. 

skills are not available to 
lf inde(;(! the poor supply 
it mav partlv be due to 

:rne:-:ploited e::-:pansion possibilities or to unrecognized 
chip-failure. 

To summariz.:·, the supply ;11>sit ion in respect of computer consumables in 
:\trican co;,intri.ls cannot be di:scribt:d ;1s satistactorv for anv of tht:: 
catcgoril·S con,;id1 reel. En:n to obtain the ffi'JS! basi.:: r<:q11iremct!! of a 
cmoputl:r usl:r. ;i J~- inch-dishtt" is still ditticult in 8 countri(·S dnd 
imp)ssibl1.· in .!.. with a s1mila1· situation holding tor contir:uous printer 
p;,p1:r. Poubtl<·ss in situations of limit1.·d sup1->lv. it is possibJ._. to use what 
is av;;i !able rnoi·c 1·conom1callv. and thu:; all a\·;:.ilable spac1- on a diskc·t.tc c,m 
bl: used and '>rdinarv ...:ritiny, paper can be put ir• ttw printe:r. The- supplv 
po:;~tion i.·ith r .. ·spect to t.hc printer 1·ibb()11:; was alr.-adv n0ted as providing 
~111 opport.unir.v !or r<:-i.nkini;. ~.c\·,-rthcll·:;s. it should t><· str1,ss1d that th1·sc 
:-;ulu• ions iinpos( their r;wn r:•JS!.'.;. Ci\·1.·r, th<' c:dst inf, :;hortag<· ol. skill(:d 
:;tafi<·d ,dn·ad•; noted. the {1•'.I tli..;t tli,-v :;hould hav1, to spu1d tlwir tim<· 
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concentrat~ng on ecorwm1::1nb computer supplit:s. rathtr than on applving the 
computer to the prot>lem it "'as int Ended to sol \·e is rebret tabiE. 

The last itl:ms mentioned in the pre\·icus question. tuses for electronic 
equipment and standard R...)J·I chips are verv much related to the question of 
repair and maintenance. since in many cases these are essen~.ial spare parts. 
In this sense there is an overlap with the follo"'ing question "'hich dealt "'ith 
the a'l.·ailability of repair and maintenance services for CPUs. nard disk 
dri\·es. floppy disk dri\·es. printers. and VDL7s and terminals. Perhaps 
surprisingly no enormous differences were found as among these categories. 
CPUs were easy to get repaired in 10 countries. difficult to bet repaired in 
19 countries and impossible in 8 countries. This relates very much to the 
question of mainframe and minicomputers. because the repair of a CPU in a 
microcomputer/personal computer is not in practice possible. given that the 
entire processing is on a single chip. The number of cases where it is easy 
to get a CPU repaired is almost that of the number of branches of mainf r~me 
manufacturers present (see question '.>) and in practice it is difficult to 
en'l.·isage that mainframe or minicomputer CPUs could be repaired by anyone else. 
The next category. hard disk dri\·es. is the most problematic. lt recei\·..:d the 
lowest number of "easy" and the highest number of "impossible". This is 
because of the complexity of the technology evolved. A hard disk drive is a 
sealed air-tight unit in which the reading head of the drive is positioned 
extremE=ly close to the spinning disk. Floppy disk dri'l.·es. however. are in 
principle slightly easier to repair and this is borne out by the responses 
obtained, where in 13 cases it was "easy". in 15 cases "difficult". and in 9 
cases "impossible" to obtain repair and o:aintenance. For printers the 
position is not dramatically different although impossible in a low number of 
cases "1hile for VDUs and terminals the situation is roughly similar. 

In general. the conclusions to be drawn from these results are that the 
repair and maintenance position is very unsatisfactory. This can be seen 
clearly by comparing it with the supply position in terms of the responses to 
question 5. Here the number of supplies of the different types of equipment 
can be seen to be quite extensive, but the number of countries reporting and 
easy repair and maintenance position is very low in comparison. Thus. on 
average 23 countries report the presence of a distributor or sales agent. 
while. on average, only seven countries report an "easy" availability of 
repair and maintenance facilities. In fact, this group is almost the same as 
that of the group reporting the presence of branches of manufacturer. Repair 
and maintenance of any equipment is, of course, a major problem in many 
developing countries. However, it is clear that in this case the situation 
is worse because there is a local sales activi~y in some countries which is 
presumably encouraging sales of equipment which it is then unable to support. 
Again, by comparing the results for question 8 with those of question 3 we can 
see that in fact, on average, the repair and mainternmce position of hardware 
is worse than the support position for software, althoubh, of C-lurse, informal 
support for software from other users is easier to envisag? t~1an for hardware. 

Question 9 attempted to assess the position with respect to the presence 
or absence of the "computer climate", i.e. a strong enough user community and 
wide enough acceptance of computers to encourage newcomers to enter into the 
use of computers and to encourage those already using computers to develop 
more sophisticated applications, instal 1 new equipment and implement new 
software systems. In a rather speci8lized sense, personal computer hardware 
and software have become consumer goods, in which fashion and trends play a 
part, and software tends to be discarded long before the end of its useful 



life. if a more pm•erful and technical!\· superior product appears. The 
presence of a user community in a countr~· "'ill. of course . .::ncourage this 
trend also. which to some extent is regrettable. Ho1o0t?\·er. on balance. it is 
clear that a user communitv will ha\·e a positi\·e influence on the use of 
computers. The response' indicate that 21 countries. i.e. more than half the 
sample have a computer societ\· or club and 17 ha\·E- not_ This is again a 
rather disappointing result. which ma~·. of course. represent an underestimate 
since amateur groups are not necessarily interested in very aide publici~,· for 
their activities. The number are similar for magazines and journals. bu· here 
the question has been interpreted by the respondent as whether such magazines 
or journals are a\·ailable locally and not necessarily that they are locally 
produced. The question was not precise enough to make this distinction. ~ut 

it is doubtful if. •ith the exception of Nigeria. any of the countries 
responding produce computer magazines of anv kind. although a local business 
or technical magazine may indeed p!'ovide articles dealing i.:ith computers and 
their uses. 

3.4 Industrial applications 

The questionnaire attempted to determine. using only the judgement of 
the respondent. what pen:f'ntage of factories used computers for industrial 
management. The respondents were asked to estimate the extent in connection 
with factories which in developed countries aould certainly use computers for 
management purposes. The results are quite striking. Eighteen. i.e. about 
half the sample. of the countries are re{Jorted as ha,:ing a figure of 
5 per cent or less. A further 14 are reported as being, between 5 and 
25 per cent, 4 between 25 and 50 per cent. and 1 between 50 and 75 per cent 
(in fact. this one. Kenya. was given by the respondent as between 25 and 
75 per cent). 

Since the yardstick of comparison was developed ~ountries, the figures 
indicate a very striking level of underdevelopment, as far as computer usage 
is concerned. Only 4 countries in which 25 and 50 per cent cf the factories 
use computers. As a matter of interest. these countries are Malawi, 
Seychelles, Botswana, -'ind 7.aabia (t:he case of Kenya has already been 
mentioned). There is no obvious correlation with country size or with levels 
of development of the economy as a whole or the manufactu~ing sector in 
particular. For instance, Zimbabwe, although it has one of the most elaborate 
manufacturing se~tors, has low usage. The same is true for such large and 
relatively wealthy countries such as Nigeria, and also for Cote d'Ivoire, 
which has been making a particular concentration on national informatics 
policy. 

An0ther question tried to gather information on the typical age of the 
computer equipmPnt used. Perhaps because of the relatively recent 
intr0duction of computers into Africa. and certainly into management use in 
industry. the typical age was given as mostly less than 5 years old. this 
being true in 30 countries. Some of the equipment is 5 to 10 years old, this 
being true in 16 countries. Jn only one case is the equipment mostly over 10 
years old, although in 4 cases, Algeria, Libya, Ethiopia and Nigeria. the 
equipment i:; described as being mostly 5 to 10 years old. Jn 6 cases 
(Cameroon, Cote d'Ivoire, Djibouti, Mozambique, Sierra Leone, and Tunisia) the 
statement w&s made that there is none over JO years old. This is a relatively 
encouraging result but it has to been seen In context (the previous question 
indicated that, at leas::. as far as industrial management is concerned, thP use 



of computers is verv limited). 
there is ne• is all verv •ell. 
being used is verv small. 

Accordinbl·.-. the tact that •hat equipment is 
but the number ot cases •hen" neig equipment is 

Another question tried to get an impression ot the general tYpe of use 
of the computer that •as being made in terms ot batch processing \"ersus 
on-line processing. Batch processing represents a traditional \"ie• ot 
computing in which a "job" is carried out at regular intervals or as ~equired. 
for instance a payroll being run or a total being made of some accounting 
records. It: is link.;d to a type of hard1o.-are and software •hich is not 
designed to be used directly by the end-user of the computer but in which the 
operator. or the operating system. scheduled the jobs to be run. By contrast. 
the on-line approach means that the user runs the programme concerned directly 
from a terminal. This. howe\·er. is only part of the diffe!"ence: the real 
contrast: with batch processing is that the use of the computer is no longer 
seen as a discrete series of jobs but as a continuous process. The rise ot 
the database as a concept is close~y linked to this. In any case. on-line 
processing needs different equipment and has overheads in terms of process 
requirements. A further complication in definitional terms is that: the use 
of a personal computer could be described as mostly on-line processing. Thus. 
although the question seeks to establish to what extent modern techniques of 
computer usage have spread. it may be of use only in es ta bl ishing to •hat 
traditional techniques are still in operation. 

The results \iere: 8 countries being reported as having only batch 
processing. 10 with some on-line processing. and 8 with mostly on-line 
processing. For some respondents. this question was difficult, and for others 
it may ha\"e lead to misunderstandings. Certainly the countries which are 
reported as having only batch processing include some surprises. These are 
Cameroon, Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sao Tome and Principe, Sudan, Uganda, 
and Zaire. 

The next question again attempted a summary pict:".lre of the modernity of 
the computer systems used by checking for the presence or absence of 
up-to-date types of software. These were database. application 
generators/4GLs, teleprocessing monitors and optimizing compilers. The most 
frequent positive response was for database software which ~s used in 34 cases 
and not used in 2, these being Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea. The first of 
these, at least. is verv surprising. Appl icatiDn generators and 4th 
generation languages are typi~al products of the mainframe afid minicomputer 
world, and not so much for personal computers. This may partly account for 
their low score of 18 (although some common database software for personal 
computers does include an application generator). The use of teleprocessing 
monitors is low, although in fact these a1e a central component of on-line 
processing on a mainfraroe, and, given that 24 countries use some or mostly 
on-line processing. the fact that so few are analyzing this use is surprising. 
The last category of software mentioned, optimizing compilers, drc~ 9 positive 
and 10 negative responses with 15 "don't know". In fact, many modern 
compilers nowadays could be described as optimizing compilers and the lack of 
response may be due only to the lack of appreciation of this technical detail. 

3.) Environmental and infrastructure problems 

The last question dealt with the respondent's p~rc~ption of a number of 
important problems for computer usage., following along the lines covered in 
chapter 1. 
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Temperature is described as ~ minor problem in 22 countries and a major 
one in 12. beinE: no problem !.n ) countries. It thus shares ,...ith hwaiditv 
almost the sam<' scon:· of majo1· problems. Dust. ho,...ever. is a major problel!I 
in 22 countries. and a minor problem in 14. In only 3 countries is it 
described as no problem. These are Tunisia. Swaziland. and Zillhabwe. The 
public po,...er supply is. ho,...en·r. the most commonly cited problem. It is 
described as a major problem in no fe,...er than 15 countries in Africa. and a 
minor problem in ! 3. In only one countr~-. Ethiopia. is it described as •no 
problelil~. B;-· contrast. public telecommunications are not as 11t1ch of a 
problem. ,...i th 18 countries ha\·ing a major problei& and 13 a minor problem. The 
reason for this. of course. ma~· be that the typical use of computers in 
African countries does not call for as sophisti~ated a telecoll!lllunication 
system. ,...ith net,...orking and the linking of computers being relatively little 
knmm. On the other hand. the <Wailabilit~- of a public telecommunications 
body to supply dedicated data links to computer users •ould mean that more 
reliance •ould ha\·e to be placed upon thE public telephonf: nf:t•ork for data 
transmission. should this be necessary. Returning to the themes of questions 
4 and 8. soft,...are and hardware support. these are explored again in question 
14 from the point of \·ie• of the perception of the respondent. The conclusion 
already arr~\·ed at •as that hardware support is in general inferior to 
soft•are support. This is to a certain extent borne out by the fact that it 
is seen as a major problem in 21 cases for hardware support. ,...hereas in 19 
cases only is softi.:are support a major problem. In only 3 cases is it no 
problem. namely Botswana. Egypt.. and Tunisia. 

Finally. the question of shortage of suppliers is examined and this is 
regarded as a major problem in 19 cases and a minor in 12. This again 
contrasts •ith the fact that the replies to question S suggested strongly that 
at least for PCs and printers. and disk dri\·es most countries had at least 
distributors or sales agents. and mainframe and mini suppliers were present 
in the majority of countries. 
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4. 'DIE SCOPE FOR TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION 

In this concluding secti.:>n there is a brief review of the main areas in 
which technical co-operation in the field of computer usage for industrial 
management in Africa could take place. in the light of the evidence collected 
in the previous pages. 

4.1 National policy issues 

trade policy: As raoted. many countries in Africa. as in other regions. ha"·e 
recognized the importance of informatics technologies. and have adopted plans 
and set up institutions to cope with the proolems raised in 110re detail. 
Nevertheless the single llOSt important area affecting the likelihood of the 
technologies being rapidly absorbed in the country concerned is the degree to 
which informatics pt·oducts are affected by trade pol icy. The structure of 
tariff and non-tariff barriers is a question which nee~s careful examination 
in the context of industrial and trade policy formulation. It would be 
advisable in particular to adopt a trade policy with respect to the imports 
of informatics products which took account of all the factors involved. as set 
out in section 2.1.2. The need to increase the efficiency of industry by 
increasing the diffusion of computerized information systems is an important 
task which may not necessarily be at the forefront of discussions on trade 
policy and may nevertheless require low or reduced tariffs on individual 
products if the hopes for greater computerization are to be fulfilled. :\ 
further consideration is that the choices made cannot be regarded as final 
ones. They have to be kept under almost continuous review. both because of 
changes in world industry and technological change which can render successful 
products obsolete quickly. Trade pol icy that does not include careful 
110nitoring of these trends will quickly be out of date. and will push domestic 
industry and technological development in wrong directions. 

Thus. trade policy. industrial policy, and technology policy ar-: '-=losely 
interrelated. Especially in the key issue of computerization. where change 
is rapid and wher~ mistakes can be very expensive, there is a need for speedy 
and up-to-date policy advisory services. These would cover, inter alia, the 
desirable path of computer policy generally, the steps towards building up 
domestic capabilities, the human resource development implications and the 
policy instruments needed to bring about the desired effects. The wish or the 
need for "planning" in the traditional centralized sense may have disappeared. 
but there will be a continued requirement for external resources such as 
experience in industrial strategy formulation, knowledge of technology and 
market trends, trade policy, institutional development, technology acquisition 
and diffusion strategies, etc. Theses are broad issues which include at a 
detailed level some of the most complex and decisive issues in determining the 
evolution of world industry. African countries are geographically and to some 
extent informationally remote from the areas where these issues are being 
decided. Technical co-operation has an important role t~ play in improving 
decision-making with respect to many-faceted problems such as those which 
arise in connexion with the use of computers for industrial manage~ent in 
Africa. 

As was seen in the s•Jrvey, and can be confirmed bJ the trading 
experience of African and foreign companies, the most importar.t obs ta-: le was 
currency restrictions and payments difficulties. These obviously can derive 
from many sources, ranging from collect ion difficulties. late payments, 
foreign exchange controls and the likt. No simple solution can be found in 
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the frequent situation in African co~ntries ot high tixed c-xchange ~ates and 
trade deficits and heavv extern.al debt. l::n:n aith mv\·es to'"ards Ci more 
1 iberal economic regime and in some cases sharp de"·aluat ions. exchange 
concrols are usu.ally still needed. either to give the changes time to ha\·e 
their intended effects. or for other reasons to control capital flo•s. 

National prowotionJinforwatics policy: P~agmatic plans are needed for t•o 
sets of reasons. The first relates to th£: rapid process of change al ready 
refen·ed to: an inflexible plan. •ith enormous detail 1"ill quickly be outdated 
and. e\·en '"ithout this. cannot be implemented •ithout a system of controls 
which cannot •ork properly and 10hich 10ill sen·t': only to stifle economic 
activit>. The second set of reasons relates to the fundalff:ntal link between 
good information flo"'.s and efficient markets. A gcod information system helps 
a company manage its de"·elopment and respond to change. l.ii th proper systems. 
a compa'1y can develop as an independent actor in the economy. Attempts to 
specify in advance what information systems it should have ano "hen arP 
usuall~- irrele\.·ant to this process of organic growth. or else an intrusion 
into it. 

F.ducation and trainin&: Developing countries face difficult choices in every 
question of resource allocation. but the question of computer-related 
education and training is £specially important and hard to answer. Ideally 
computing should be introduced into school curricula and into third-level 
education. there should be computer science. hardware and software engineering 
and computer profession.al tra1n1ng. there should be specific technical 
education for subjects such as programaing. hardware repair and maintenance. 
etc. Ho'"ever. since not all this can be done immediately. 10here should the 
start be !Bade? Again. rapidly changing technology continues to redefine skill 
requirements. Equipment becomes obsolete. programming languages become more 
po'"erful. software tools for system development become more productive. and 
package software has more and more features and potentials. The result is. 
relative to the need fc.· systems analysis and application development, a 
decreasing demand for traditional pro&ramming skills vn their own. These 
issues continue to lllcike more difficult the q..aestion of correct strategy 
choices for education and training. 

Technical support mav be 
development of a correct re~ponse. 
following: 

needed by developing countries in the 
Among the tasl~s to be carried out are the 

- assessment of global technology 
requirements and their expected 
country concerned; 

trends 
impact 

as they affect training 
on computerization in the 

survey of computerization trends and plans in the public and privat.~ 

sector. together with forecasts of likel~ future evolution, tc give a 
full picture of likely skill requirements in the short and medium term; 

- assessment of potential sources of skills to determine education and 
training requirements; 

assessment of resource requirements; 

- determination of priorities. policy choices and develJpment of 
implementation strategies. including curriculum development; 



institutional de\·elopment and spt:cific education and t:rainin~ 

acti\·ities. 

In all these stages there ma~- be requirements for i.nternat ional supporr 
measures. including specific technical co-operation acti.\·ities on the part of 
multilateral and bilateral agencies. It is. ho,...e\·er. essential that the end
users. the indh·idual firms and go\·e rnment departments. be closely invoh·ed 
in all stages of this activity. not just through representative bodies but 
through their specific involvement in the analvtical process and the 
collection cf information. 

Telec:o micatioos: Inadequate te] ecommunicat io"ls ,...ere identified as the 
second obstacle to increased acti\·i.ty in Africa by major computer companies 
in the sun;ey undertaken. Difficulty in telephone: communications is ob\·iously 
the most crucial in terms of the consequent absence of the most basic 
instrument of modern marketing and distribution. However. the telephone 
network is increasingly relied upon for facsimile transmission. as •ell as for 
data exchange. Thus not only is there an a~sence of the basic tools needed 
to carry on business act1v1ties. but an essential building block of 
distributed computer systems and of information exchange between systems is 
therefoc missing. Public infrastructure projects should increasingly focus 
on the telecommunications s1 ctor in Africa. as well as in other regions. It 
has already been the subject of much attention from the multi.lateral financing 
bodies as ~ell as bilateral donor agencies. It can be assumed that this •ill 
continue to be so. but the special needs of industrv anrl its computerization 
need to be continually emphasized at the level .>f n1t:~onal economic and 
industrial policy formulation. However. in the absence in many African 
countries of a fully functioning modern system of telecommunications. there 
will be a need for action at a more detailed level in specific support of 
industrial needs. This is discussed further below. 

Copyright: l.lithout adequate safeguards for their intellectual property there 
will be an increasing tenc.f.ency to avoid the more uncontrolled markets. Thu.;. 
a software company will not develop products for a market that he knows will 
not yield a fair return. Support for these markets will not be set up. so 
that the genuine purchaser in an African country will not be able to get local 
advice and help. Moreover. were the country to enter world software markets 
at some stage. it could face restrictions on exports ,...ere it not seen to 
respect the intellectual property rights of software companies from other 
countries. Accordingly, there will be a need for assistance in the field of 
intellectual property rights development. including legal systems. patent and 
copyright registration procedures and administration. etc. 

Standards deyelolP'nt: Industrial standards are important both from the point 
of view of attempts to enter intzrnational export markets and alsc with 
respect to domestic issues such as quality ~nd reliability. Many de facto 
standards, propagated by manufacturers in strong market positions, also have 
found wide acceptance. This is very much the case in the field of computer 
hardware and software. in which. as computer systems grow more complex and 
possi~le suppliers of individual parts more numerous, the need is for df'tailed 
spe:ification of the components behaviour and interfaces in a recognized form. 
The importance of international standards diffusion in national pol icy cannot 
therefore be underestimated. Ii.: is especially significant at a nascent stagt' 
of computerization, when. for instance, a rapid expansion is likely to take 
place before a mature stage is reached. t-:ationa.l policy issues related to the 
standards questi->n concern foreign exchange scarcities: there mav he 



ad\;u1•.1gc-s in st-tting r1.Hion.1l st.1ndards to r·t"duct" J. proliterJ.tion of brands 
and cons .. 0 qu.::nt di·.-.. 0 rsc- st:-rvic•' -ond sp.:n·c- p._;rts r·.:,~ui1·cmt'!1ts_ thcr .. • m.n· bc
ad\·.1ntagc-s .il<>o in bulk ord .. 0 rin~ of a sin~~lc pnJduct . .:i.nd. most i:npon;mth·. 
t!wr< ma\· b.-- signitic.:i.nr b-.·n.::fits it cornpur.o-r· :;.\·st.::ms and ptcrsonn.0 1 :111 speak 
the s._;me lan~u.1ge. :\ssistant'<' ma-..- thcT<'forc- t nt:-.:dt:-d in spEcitic ti,clds ct 
inform.-itics st.:mdards dt:n°lopm•'nt and diffusion. In gEnt-1-.:il. thE str.J.tt.g\· 
•ill bt tu <1dopt international stand...;rds in the inform.H ics sphe--n-. but. E\·t-n 
then t ht• rt: a re com pl ex t b:hni c .:i l quest ions on '!."hi ch c-x t e rna l assist .-rnc.:· 'Ai 11 
be nc-Eded. ~fc1reo\·er. therE ,.-ill 0-E <i \·er-..- grt:at task in encouraging tlk 

<1doption of the standa1·ds in the countn: and in mt-etin& 1·equc-sts for 
assistance in this field from indi\·iduiil tirms. In the .:ibsence. for instanet.'. 
of a tl<i ti ona l standards bod\· <ind th.- i n\·ol \"t:·m .. ·nt of i ndus t r i <il <1ssoc i at ions 
in t hE st;1ndards process. th,; task ,.-il I be more di t f icul t. Thus. as ..-ell as 
thf- dF-\·elop;n.:nt of an intorm<tti..:s star~dards strateg\·. thert' 1..-ill be the 1.rnrk 
of intEgratir.g it into the u\·.:rall stand<1rds process in the countrv. In thesE
fidd high-le\·el intu·niitional support 'Aiil be n<-c·ded. c-spedalh- in the ar .. 0 as 
of: 

- enhancin8 the informatics .:apabil ities of national standards bodiE-s. 
including tht=ir ,.-ork in promoting and diffusing .:;pproi;ri<1tt- st;;nda1·ds: 

- supporting tht= act i \-it ies ot sub· rE-gional and rt·gional standards and 
tE-chnical bodiE-s in this fiE-ld (esp<·ciall~· :\RSOJ: 

spt:cific tE-chnic.il assistance to inJi\·idual t:ntt'-rprises in mee--t ing 
standards and qualit\· reyuirements. 

The inforaation <:nvironaent: :\ mort: gu1eral but po'!."c-rful mf·thod cf 
encour2~ing computer applications and tht- efficit=nc-..· of the operations in 
,,.hich thev arE- carried out is to facilitate the free flo,.- of informatiO!l on 
the subject ...-ithin the countn·. This can bP done. for instance. b\· mJ.king 
availabl(· 1it<rature on th.-. subject. and b.- encouraging the formation .rnd 
a.:tiviti(S of professional societies and amat.::ur clubs in this tit:·ld. :\ 
selective imports policY. as referred to earlier . ...-ill also allo'A for some 
autonomous diffusion of informatics products. 

Specificallv ...-ith regard to tt·chnical co·operat !on. there wi 11 be a nec·d 
f0r international support in st>vc·ral fif·lds. In the first place. protc-ssional 
societies ,,.ill ber;efit verv much from panicipaticn in the activities of the 
main intr-rnational soci£"ties in the informatics field. :\gain. thes•· 
int.C'rnational sodc·ti.es could incn·asingh· bt0 involw·d in tf·cim:..:al co
operation activities through dir•·ct provision of expt>rtise in indi·.-idual 
pro; ·ct s and through i 11\"o l vement in t ht· processf"s of programme and project 
development bv the main m11ltilatt·1-.1l agencic·s in thf· field of financf' and 
t?clmic.:il assistanc(•. 

:\ sc·cond arc·a '!."h1·n· supp:-irt ...-ould h•· nN·dc·d and could vif·ld sip,nificant 
bPnefits is in thr- expansion of industry organi;~ations capabilities .me! 
rc·spor1s i bi lit i es. Chamb<·rs of commf·ri·e. chambers of i ndust rv and 
manufacturers' associations an· oftf·n di1·.-·crlv involvr·d in advising thf·ir· 
m£"mbt·rs on a -.,jdr· vari,·tv ot ;,dministr.itive. economic and tc-chnical issuf•s in 
conn£":don with the succf·ss of th•· b!1sinr·ss. Thr·ir pot£"ntial role· in 
r-ncouraginp, and a.ssisr inp, thl' s11<·r·c·ssf11I application of comp11t£"rs lo 
indu~trial m;ma.v,l'mr·nt is vc·rv considPrahlc. But thi'ir o'!."n cap;1cit ic·s ,1r<· at 
prr·sc~nt Jimit£"d, .1nd extc·rnal suppor: is ,,fiMl nc-cC"ssar~: for thl'm to play a 
widl'r rol<'. Thi~ can tak£" thP form of thf' provision of advice· on stralf'f,Y 
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form~lation. sun:eying the1 r members• require men ts. the supply of expertise 
for an initial period. arranging international contacts. etc. 

4.2 Managerial issues 

At the le\·el of the individual firm. the role of technical co-operation 
is necessarily constrained by the need to deal with a potentially large number 
cf enterprises. able or willing to benefit from improved information systems 
throufh the application of computers to the management of industry. It will 
ne\·er be possible. at the international level. to provide support to more than 
a tiny fraLtion of the enterprises who could theoretically benefit from it. 
The needs of the individual firm will have to be met by the provision of broad 
support to the develop1_ent of indigenous capabilities, so that institutions, 
whether government bodies or industry organizations of various kinds. will 
ha\·e the primary responsibility of trying to meet the neerls of the individual 
enterprises for support and for ad\·ice. 

It should be noted also that there is a related resource question: the 
direct finan~ing of improved information systems ~ill come from the firms 
themselves. They are the ones who will benefit from the speedier response 
times that ensue, as well as the greater accuracy, higher productivity and 
waste reduction that are the objectives of improved syst:ems. The role of 
government and of international action is primarily an educational, 
promotional and supportive one, to make it clear t~ firms the advantages of 
computerization, to make it easier for them to carry it out. and to endure 
they reap the maximum benefit from it. Thus resources at a central le\·el are 
intended only to supplement those to be mobilized at the firm level, and those 
at an international level only to assist in overcoming resource gaps in the 
country concerned. 

From this perspective. the scope for direct action at the firm level is 
limited. Firms are best supported by the kinds of institutional development 
referred to above. But there will be special cases, such as those of large 
e11terprises. public or private, where the benefits of direct intervention 
would be significant, either because of the importance of the enterprise in 
question to the economy as a whole, or because of the expected demonstration 
effect of a successful computerization project, in that it would encourage 
other industrial firms to undertake similar systems development. 

Management training is an area where the needs in Africa are recognized 
to be very great. Training programmes are operated by many institutions at 
the national and sub-regional level, and in some cases, management training 
is also provided through the initiatives of the manufacturing or commercial 
sector itself. These activities provide a further point of intervention with 
respect to technical co-operation, which is often involved with management 
training activities. Programmes to bring better awareness among managers of 
the benefits of computerized information systems, and to thoroughly 
familiarize managers with the computerization process, are essential if 
computers are to benefit industrial management in Africa. Most important is 
the ability to master enough of the details of the process to be able to 
negotiate with suppliers, to recruit the necessary staff. to assess the 
critical areas of intervention and to derive the best returns form the 
hardware and software investments to be made. Thus technical assistance might 
be needed in the areas of curriculum development, training of trainers, and 
preparation of training materials, together with regular updating of these in 
the lig~~ of technological developments. 



An extension ot the topic ot traininr: materials is tha~ of rhc
development of standard solurions and guidelines for the compt1terization of 
information svstems. Here there 1.;ould be perhaps particular benc-f its in 
concentratin~ on the following fields: 

standard management information requirements definition 
• guidelines for computerization of management information svstems 
• stancard software applications packages 

4.3 Technical issues and production implications 

4. 3 .1 Hardware 

The encouragement and support of electronics acti\·ity in a countn· is 
an essential part of any strategy of enhanced computerization. This is 
because of the maintenance and repair ski 11 s needed for computer equipment. . 
but also to have the fle:dbility to make simple adaptations of standard 
equipment or to make new products from standard components. With respect to 
improved use of computers for industrial management. the former is the more 
important aspect. in which the spread and successful application of computers 
i.-ill be very much influenced by whether there is someone i.-ho can repair them 
or not. But it should also. in the industrial field, be recognized that the 
presence of computers and the availability of skills to adapt them. means rhat 
a wide variety of applications in the field of industrial process control are 
in principle open to the industrial firm. even if it begins its computer usage 
i.-ith the applications of computers to management information systems. 

Thus. technical assistance acti\·ities in support of the electronics 
industries, and related activities in the field of education, training and 
research. have important secondary effects in encouragement of computer usage. 
and thus industrial manageme-nt usage. in general. llo-wever, there are a number 
of detailed areas in the electronics and electrical engineering industries 
which could be specially encouraged and could make explicit contributions to 
the acceptance of computers as a workable tool in the country. These include 
the: following: 

Fault tolerant hardware: manufacturing activities based on the 
incorporation of reserve components and internal structures in 
computers. Principally PC-based. these activities would mirror :it a 
simplified level, the ideas of fault-tolerant computers used in 
developed countries in essential high-volume transaction processing 
systems. 

- Dust protection: development and application of filters and control 
systems to guard again5t breakdowns and consequent down-time and loss 
of data due to dust. 

Ele:ctricity protection: the: quality of the public powE:r supply in 
African countries being frequr:ntly bad enough to endanger informatio11 
systems and to damage the cqui pment. there is a net::d for standard 
solutions to thf, problem. In some caS(!S this can be rione by 
infrastructural development, but in most cases there will be .i need to 
fit sn~e form of protection. Accordinglv. :issistancc in the 
manufacturing of UPS .::ind fi Ir E'rs of vririous kinds wi 11 bE: rin import;int 
field for technical co-operation, as well as raising the gener;il lr:vel 
of skills in the E'lc•r.trical and dectronics engineering industrir·s. 
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Cooling and hum~ditv control: the need to retain component operating 
conditions within tolerabl~ limits in spite of severe climatic 
conditions creates a demand for technical co-operation J.ct i v1 ties. 
especiall:--- in the field of design and t'lectronics manufacturing. 
Suitable modifications to existing equipment will be the first types of 
acth·ity undertaken. but there will also be a need to develop nei.· 
approaches to the assemblv of machines_ 

Repair and maintenance: this is a gE.>neral issue which concern::; r:iany 
other activities besides computerization. De-.·elopment of national 
capabilities and skills in electronics-related fields is a task which 
im:ol-.·es action c.t the levels of E.'ducation and training. and the 
development of electronics industries. as :10ted. will have particula.
impact in this regard_ However. there will be also specific skills. 
such as disk-drive repair. for \ihich specialized skills will be needed. 
as well as general training in computl'r diagnostics and fault finding_ 
Here the role of the private sector will be a leading one. but it can 
still benefit by specific government action and external assistance in 
training activities and in the encouragement of local institutional 
support measures. such as involving universities and polytechnic in the 
training activities. Other measures in the field of l"epair and 
maintenance, especially in si~uations of severe foreign exchange 
shortages, should perhaps include assistance in the building up of 
reserves of selected spares to keep systems going and minimize down 
time. Here the role of ext:ernal assistance would be particularly 
important both in determining the requirements in terms of standard 
components and also in financing the holding of stocks. 

Data networks: close! y al 1 ied to development of computing is the 
question of the telecommunications infrastructure. Technical co
operation activities that foster the de•:elopment of telecommunications 
systems will of themselves help the spread of computing: they can do 
so more effectively if the needs of the computer information systems, 
actual and potential are taken into account_ This relates not only to 
the planned future information activities of existing companies in the 
country with dispersed manufacturing, distribution and administration 
facilities: it also relates to the need for an attractive 
infrastructure to encourage new investors to set up industries in the 
country. This is a particularly important consideration for foreign 
investors, but it will also be relevant to ILore ambitious local 
investors. However, in the absence of general improvements in the 
telecommunications network, especially for data communications, there 
is a need to investigate the possibilities of special solutions to 
particular data exchange problems_ These can include measures to 
overcome the perceived disadvantages of the existing system. through 
data compression. extra validation. automatic repetitive data 
transfers, etc. It can also include measures to substitute for the 
public network, especially through the use of radio frequency (RF) 
transmissions for the exchange of data between computers, or between 
remote terminals and a central computer. Applications of this 
technology are not common, and special development may be needed to 
encourage its more widespread use, including the development of 
suitable conventions, data compression. error checking and validation. 
It might nevertheless provide a flexiblP. and elegant solution to 
certain data exchange problems. Technical co-operation might find this 
activity a useful focus. 



· Ass:::mblv: As alread\- noted. s~·\·eral African countr~es .:il"e engaged t:• 
the assemblv of personal computers. r:aturalh usinb compo:lents 
imported from outside the region. The question of how much design is 
done locallv varies from countrv to countrv but there can be no doubt 
th.it en'n pure assembh· a..:tt\"I ties are nevertheless of \'aluf' in 
spreading experience and skills ir the fields of testing. repair and 
maintenance. Technical co-operation activities could be of value in 
encouragiag the adaptation of the to meEt special requirements of the 
country (including dealing with the climatic problems referred to 
earlier). or to use better or cheaper components. 

Technical co-operation may also ha~e a potentially wider role ~n the 
hanlware field: this is in the area of in\·estment promotion_ SomE of the 
possible R&D activities. as well as the production possibilities. covered in 
this section of the paper might be of interest to L:reign investors seeking 
new opportunities. or existing manufacturers. in both de\·eloped and de\·eloping 
countries. seeking a competitive advantage in entering new market~- For this 
reason it should also be a focus ot international support measures to promote 
suitab!e joint ventures. whether from developed countries or in the context 
of economic co-operation among developing countries. Here the role of sub
regional organizations in promoting projects could be important_ 

4.3.2 Software 

Development of sot·ware capabilities in the country. together with the 
training activities needed and the formation of skills to meet national 
requirements has been addressed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 above, where it is 
clear th'lt international co-operation and tPchnical assistance progra1nmes have 
an important role to play. There remain. however. several areas where there 
would be a need f 0r specific support at detailed stages of software 
pro·luct ion: 

Development of software companLes: technical assistance to individual 
firms developing software either to meet local needs or for export. In 
ei::her case advice may be needed on market research, design 
methodologies, development techniques, testing and debugging. 
pac'·.:aging. documem:ation and marketing. 

- Se<:urity software: in view of the difficult conditions in some African 
LOUntries, a number of hardware development:.; have been discussed in 
preceding ~~ragraphs, :ntended to overcome the climatic problems, poor 
electricity supply. etc. However, there is a role for software also in 
attempting to compensate for these problems. Developments mtght 
include software that is fault tolerant, including the modification of 
e::isting packagps to improve their level of backup procedures and data 
validation. A~ wdl as this there will be an important r0le for 
!;Oftware directly i.nvol V'2d wi. th some of the hardware development:> 
r.L1tlined. Finally, :~here is a potentially important software activity 
i~ the diagnosis of hardware faults and the monitoring of computer 
activity and information systems performance which couid provide 
further opportunities for local software production. It is likely, 
howevrr, that developmi::nt of such software solution:; will need external 
supoort and t0chnicai assistance. 
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ANNEX l 

Questionnaire 

FIELD STAFF SURVEY 

UNIDO: Study of the use of computers for industrial management in Africa 

Your name Project number Duty station 
..................................................................... "' .............. . 

1. How difficult is it to find locally computer staff who are fully 
trained and experienced? 

Not difficult Difficult Impossible 

System analysts § § § Programmers 
Operators 

2. In your opinion, do computer staff in the country generally have 
formal training and/or qualifications? 

System analysts 
Programmers 
Operators 

In company Computer manu- University Technical 
training facturer or supp- qualific- qualific-

lier training ations ations 

3. Are you aware of any of the following in the country? 
Yes No 

Package software producers 
Custom (made to order) software firms 
~ackage software suppliers, agents or sellers § § 

4. If there is a problem with a co11D11ercial software package, would a user 
company be able to find help, advice or technical support within the 
country? 

usually 
Sometimes 
Never 

s. Do you know of any comput~r or peripheral suppliers within the country? 

6. 

Mainframe Minis Mic~o/ Printers Tape/disk VDUs 

Branch of manufacturers E3 Distributors or sales 
agents 

How easy is it for a computer user 
supplies locally? 

Diskettes 8• 
Di~kettes 5 1/4• 
Diskettes 3 1/2• 
Magnetic tapes 
Continuous printer paper 
Printer ribbons 
Punch cards 
Toner for photocopier/laser 
Cables and connectors 
Puses for electronic equipmt. 
Standard RAM chips 

Easy 

PCs drives t~rminal 

E3 E3 E3 E3 E3 
to obtain the following 

Difficult Impossible Don't know 
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8. How easy is it for a computer user to obtain repair and maintenance 
of the following: 

CPUs 
Hard disk drives 
Floppy disk drives 
Printers 
VDUs, terminals 

Easy Difficult Impossible 

9. Do you know of any local sou~ces of information on computers? 
Yes No 

Computer society/club/user group ~ ~ 
Mag~zines/journals t=j t=j 
Shops 

10. In your judgement, what is the extent to which factories in the 
country use computers for industrial management? (By this is meant 
factories of a size and type which in developed countries w~uld 
certainly use computers in this way) 

5\ 
5 - 25\ 
25 - 50\ 
50 - 75\ 
75 - 100\ 

11. In your judgement, what is the typical age of such computer equipment? 
Hostly Some Nona Manufacturer(s) 

Less than 5 years old 
5 to 10 years old 
Over 10 years old 

§ § § 
12. Is the typical usage 

Only batch processing 
Some on-line processing 
Mostly on-line processing 

13. Is any of the following software used? 

Database 
Application generator/4GLs 
Teleprocessing monitors 
Optimizing compilers 

Yes No Don't know 

14. In your judgement, to what extent are the following a problem for 
computer users in the country? 

Temperature 
ifwnidi.ty 
Dust 
Public power supply 
Teleconuuunications 
Lack of hardware support 
Lack of software support 
Shortage of suppliers 

Major Minor No problem 

FLEASE RETURN TO: Eoin Gahan, Sectoral Studies Branch, UNIOO, P.O. Box 300, 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 
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ANNEX II 

Replies from Questionnaires 

Annex table 1 

Availability or computer staff 
COUNTRY SYSTEM ANALYSTS PROGRAMMERS OPERATORS 

ALGERIA Nol clitlicull Noldilicul Nol ditlicul 

ANGOLA Dlfficuft Difficult Difficult 

BOTSWANA Impossible Otlficult Nol dillicull 

BURUNDI D1liicult Difficult Nol diflicul 

CAPE VERDE Difficur. Difficult Difficult 

CHAD Impossible Difficult Difficult 

CONGO Impossible Impossible Difficult 

COTEDWO!RE Nol ditlcull Nol dillicul Nol difticull 

DJIBOUTI Noldiflicul Difficult Difficult 

EGYPT Nol difticull Nol dillcull Nol clifticull 

EOUAT.GUINEA Impossible Difficult Difficult 

ETHIOPIA Difficult Difficult Nol difticull 

GHANA Oifficuit Nol dillicul Nol clifticull 

GUINEA Difficult Nol dillicull Impossible 

KENYA Nol diflicul Not dillcull Nol dit'licull 

LIBERIA Difficult Nol difficua Nol difticull 

LIBYA Difficult Nol ditlcull Nol difticull 

MALAWI Difficult Difficult Nol difticull 

MALI Difficult Difficult Nol diflicull 

MAURITANIA Impossible Difficult Nol diflicull 

MOROCCO Nol clitlicull Nol ditlcull Nol diflicull 

MOZAMBIQUE Impossible Difficult Difficult 

NIGERIA lmpos.'fible Difficult Difficult 

RWANDA Impossible Impossible Nol difficult 

SAOTOME&PR Impossible Difficult Difficult 

SENEGAL Difficult Nol dillicult Nol dillicult 

SEYCHELLES Nol diftlcult 

SIERRA LEONE Difficult Difficult Difficult 

SOMALIA Impossible Difficult Nol diflicull 

SUDAN Nol clitllc:ult Nol ditlicull Nol difticull 

CAMEROON Difficult Nol dillicult Nol difticull 

TANZANIA Difficult Difficult Difficult 

ZAIRE Nol difticult Nol difficult Nol dillicult 

ZAMBIA Difficult Difficult Nol dillicult 

ZIMBABWE Difficult Difficult Nol diflicult 

TOTALS NOC difficult 11 14 25 

TOTALS: Difficult UI 21 12 I 
TOTALS lmpo11ible 10 2 0 _J 
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Ann~x table 2 

__ Ou~li!cations -~~i-~illg of ~P~~- stal!_ ___ _ 
Manufacturer/supplier 

• Coll_ntry ___ _J!!-Eompany train!!!g training ______ _ 

Al <iHUA 

801~-WANA 

BURUNDI 

CAPE VE!'IOE 

CH~D 

CONGO 

COTE l' WO:RE 

OJt!!OUTI 

F<>YPT 

EOUA T GUINEA 

ETHIOPIA 

GttANA 

GUIHEA 

KENYA 

LIBERIA 

LIBYA 

MALAl,VI 

MAii 

MAURITANIA 

MOROCCO 

MOlAMBIOUE 

NIGERIA 

RWANDA 

SENCGAL 

SEYCHEll.ES 

SIEflAA LEONE 

SOU ALIA 

SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 

TOGO 

TUNISIA 

UGANDA 

CAMEROON 

TANZANIA 

ZAIRE 

ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWF 

T =.•.a.s Sys~er""I 

.1".l';'ifS {$) 

T·J'ds P•:.-
r~..,...,ers (P) 

T:•.i 'i Oper

>'·O·< (0t 

fat.i'i SPO 

TJ"~"> SP 

TiJ•as PO 

S·;-s .... J..., :i·:~· .:-~~·r ... ·~ 
Pr.;:;·~-~·"!·s oce·a~.:;·~ 

P•:;·.i--e·-s ·c;:~·.1~.:·s 

Pr:i·.i---e•'5/.:ce·a'.-:r'5 

Ope1.a~:rs 

P·:;·.J--~·'i :j;~·.J~:-s 

Oc,;e·.o.·:·s 

P·:-;·J.·--t·s 
Sys~-•., pr~;· ::c~·3r:•o;: 

Ope•.l·::~s 

()pe•a::rs 

s,sa- .i :· =-· ::oe·.r:·s 
Os:l•·•·:.·s 
P·:;·a--e·s ~~e·ii~:rs 
Svsa- a.·.,, :· J;··==~·a·.:·s 

Ooe·a·:·'5 
Oi;:e·1·:·s 

0~~·3·..:·s 

Ope·a·:·s 
P·:.:;·•--~e·s Jce·~:.:·s 

P·: g:ra"'•'HT"e·,- · :ce· a~;''i 

()pe·•::•'S 

Sys a-a,. p·~;r :~e·a•-:·'5 

Sy'5 a,..il·" p·:.~' ~~e·•:-:''5 

IC 

6 

10 

S~'\""!- r.1''f'i"-c; :·:;;·---... ..., 

Oo•·at.:·s 
5'115"~- _J,-.J.y'5~ :•:;·,1.--~· ... 

S.i1s~-e- i--.vs-:-'\ 

5';":~~- J-.J')!S~S =•:;·•---e•<s 
Oce·•·:·-s 

S,'5 a-l; ;:.·:;· ..:.:::e·.i~:·s 

Sys~e- il-a.y'5~'5 

P·:;·.---~·'i 

O;:~·.i·.:·s 

O;:.e·il·:·~ 

Sv'5 il""ilY ;:•:1· ::e·a•:rs 

()p•·.i::·'i 

Qpe·a".YS 

S..,'S a-a, c·:;· ~=-?·;i•:-·'S 

5'11'5 a-• v ;:.·:i· :;:.it•a:o-o; 

6 

Universit~ 

qualifications 

s.,'5·•- .1.-.:\v'5"'5 

P•:;·;a--e·s 

s, 'i'e- ...... .,s~'5 
s,s·~- ...... ,.c;·., 

S•,'5' .l-.a ·,45·; :·:;·c; 

s ... s~ .. - .... ;r-s:i·:~·s 

Sv'5~e- .1., :i.ys·s 

Sys· ..,- ~ ;s:s ;..·.:;·'i 

Sv"· .l"'.J ..,,~s :· :;•'5 
P•::;·•--e·s 
Sys: il"'.i -.,s:s :::·: ;·c; 

S1s:-::- •- il ;S''i 

Sys• ia-oi .. s:'S :::·:.;"; 

Sy'5:1?~ il .. il..,'5'"i ;:·-:1"" 

Technical 

qualit~~t~2__ 

f'·:;·.i--·'!'·s :: .. ·.i·:·'5 

P·:;·.ai--<!'·-s .;:e·a~:-~ 
P·:;·.i ....... -0!·-; 

Svs ia-il. ;:·:;· ::<!'·.r 

P·.:;·3---~- ~ :;t:·:i·:·'i 

S..,'\ a .... .l, c· ;·\ :c'°"'ie·ia· s.,s Iii .. ,l, :· ;i·c; ·;:.·"•'\ 

9 
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r------ --Packa0esoftwaieCustom(m..tetoorder P-:kaoe-dw.re~s.-1 

~C5l~NTRY ~ucers _ softwme inns) agents or sellers_ ---~ 

I '1 A:..GERIA Yes Yes Yes 

11 
ANGOLA Nt• No No I 
BOTSWANA No Yes Yes 

I
I BURUNDI No Yes Y'!s !' 

CAPE '/ERDE No No No 

I 

CHAO No No No I 
CONGO No No No 

COTE D"IVOIRE No Yes Yes 

DJIBOUTI Yes o"-:> Yes 

I
I EGYPT Yes Yes Yes 

EOUAT GUINEA Ill'> No No 

Ill 

ETHIOPIA No No No 

GHANA Yes Yes Yes 

GUINEA No 'res Yes 

KENYA No Yes Yes 

I 
LIBERIA No Yes Yes 

LIBYA Yes Yes Yes 

I 
MADAGASCAR No No Yes 

MALAWI No No Yes 

MAL.I No Ne> Yes 

MAURITANIA No Yes Yes 

MOROCCO Yes Yes Yes 

MOZAMBIQUE No No Yes 

NIGERIA No Yes Yes 

RWANDA No No Yes 

SAO TOME & PR No No N· 

SENEGAL Yes Yes Yes 

SEYCHELLES No Yes Yes 

SIERRA LEONE No No No 

SOMALIA Yes Yes Yes 

SUDAN No No Yes 

SWAZILAND No No Yes 

TOGO Yea Yes 

TUNISIA Yes Ye!> Yes 

UGANDA No No Yes 

CAMEROON Yes No Yes 

TANZANIA No No No 

ZAIRE No No Yes 

ZAMBIA Yes Yes Yes 

ZIMBABWE Yes Yes Yes 

Tolals Yes 12 19 30 

Totals f~o 26 20 9 

- ----- ----- ---------- ----- -- --------------- ------------- -' 
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Annex table 4 

_Pa?age software support ____ --------~ 
I Support to solve 

I 
~ COUNTRY 

I ALGERIA 
ANGOLA 
BOTSWANA 

BURUNDI 
CAPE VERDE 

CHAD 

CONGO 
COTE D'IVOIRE 

DJIBOUTI 

EGYPT 

EOUAT.GUINEA 

ETHIOPIA 

GHANA 

GUINEA 

KENYA 

LIBERIA 

LIBYA 

MADAGASCAR 

MALAWI 

MALI 

MAURrfANIA 

MOROCCO 
MOZAMBIOIJE 

NIGERIA 

RWANDA 

SAOTOME&PR 
SENEGAL 

SEYCHELLES 

SIERRA LEONE 

SOMALIA 

SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 

TOGO 

TUNISIA 

UGANDA 

CAMEROON 

TANZANIA 

ZAIRE 

ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE 

Totals. Usually 

Totals: Sometimes 

Totals: Never 

ptoblems with a commercial 

software package in the country 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Sometimes 
Never 

Never 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Sometimes 
Usually 

Never 

Sometimes 

Sometimes 
Usually 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Never 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Sometimes 

Usua11y 

Never 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Usually 

Usually 

Usually 

Never 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Sometimes 

15 
18 

6 
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Annex table 5 

_Computer~ ~al suppliers"!!':'~" _t_~ country 

COlMTRY -- -s ~ 

Al.GERI.:. D-s~ t-~.:::rs·.a~~ °'"'-r c.-~s..&9f'"'~ Cht,.IN~_.-" 

i\NGOlJ\ Gs~ e..-t.)ls.~w.·,~ Ch':P"KC ... ~'S. ~~"'!S 

BOTSWANA D•·· t'..i'!'Oor'l.'ag.i""~ D-1~itt .. ~'~rs ~-u~·-,. 
llUAl.;NOI Ds~ t .. !~'S/agtr.:s 01~TC1.i?DN. .... l'"ts ()rs!r·~ .. IVI >o·~.,:S 

CAPE VERDE en~ ..... ,.,~--" D'S~OutQl",;; .. ,.:s D.s!M!"':ors. ~rr:s 

CHAO Dstr.b..:rors."~n:s l:Mtr.lh&!"'"J'S. ~"'f!'S 

CONGO !n"n!N~a:JO"" ~~!~,-~,.. 

COTE D l.iotRE Ds~ c .. '!'or'S.·~.,··:::s D-s·· r: ... ~·q-r~ Chrr.o~~..,rs 

OJl80UTI 0.1,.,b\;.t()r'S.'~t-~ ~rr.c~to-"s.'~~~ 

EG\PT u~., ... ·~:.as~t: .a~ U.,-:.,.t.11:'!'.C·S~·C .ag Ur..o•~t.l str:b;~ 

GHIOPIA Uan1.,1.fa;fU'C"'S 

GHANA u.- ... ~'!'.d~~.c .ag u.~"'~ac:r.~~tr;b:.Ai uan..,ta:t.d·s ... o·~ 
C'".urNEA Ors~·h:.;~~,·~-:-s. 

ll[NVA U.a.--•A'!'.dS~•C·~ MNIJf'Xt.iJ·S!'f•bl.&g UM!ut.ac:t.o~n-b~·ag 

ta=AIA Os ... e-... ~~~r:"'S D~!"':t'~:ors.1,.nrs ~cn:i .. r~'~.,rs. 
lllYA ll.aru.!aic.t.d.srr1b1~ U~;,.t.:•.d•str1Q/~ lla'ti.itacr.dr$trtb1ag 

MAOAGASCAR U.ar-...•act-.ir~s Ds~i:b"rors·~"~ 

llAl.AIM Ost- e~:~age""rs Ostriout~~"'"tr-:-S Dsrribi.itOt'S ~ge:r:~ 

llAl.1 ~rnb\.!'CJl"Sl~l"'l!'S 

lllAIJRIT ANIA D'Srt·b..-!Of"Si'.191'"" O...tntl•.1rors.i~n!"S 

MOROCCO u~ ..... ~acr ct•str1bi~ .,..,...,.ra:r.d,'Str~·~ Uanutac: a"trib. ag: 
llOZAll.auE lbrhdacr.o.srr.b:ag 

l'llGEAIA U~=..•ac-: d 'St'r·C .. ag u~ .. urac':.dr'Srriblag O'Srttburc~·a;e"'t'I: 

RWANDA Orstr""butiar"SJ.agen~ 

SENE'"'.>Al Ur. •ar.tvr•rs Uat1i..fact>...&r•r'I 0-.rnb ;•-ys/a.;a..,rs 

SEYCHELLES [)str•C~t°"'age-,,rs O.-Srr.c·.ro:s.-~Sl'f1'I"' ~f11butars.agenf'S 

SIERRA lfONF Ors·· ~·...1~:~"! ~'":~ °'"'5!r .. ttur~'a91Pl"'r"S Dr'!:-r1b\orl)r'S'a;rents 

SOMALIA Dstr1bu.rorS1~rts 

SlJOAN Ds~'c""rrr,Jagiet1" Ors~.bt.lTOf'!.'~;tnf'S D-Jrnb~to"'~.,,s 

SWAZILAND 0-s!r ::.rors.iagenrs Oi'Str101.o !OtS.' a,ge"l ~ [)Jstnb ... rors.·.aget1rs 

TOGO D~~·-bu~ors.·a.ve .. irs Ot"l:rrbu ~QrSi agen 'rs: ~n.cur~!a.il'nr-s 

TU"llSIA Ual'l~rxrure-rs Ua.""l:ufacr.d"troo/~ u.,ufactdisfrrb/ag 

UGANDA Otstributor~~nfs: 

CAMEROON u~ .... rac!.4.str;o,ag L'istnoutor-s.t~nM. llani..:f.act.distntuag 

TANU<NIA D<S!r·o,..rort/a.;er; :, D1.rr,tJ•.o: ... r'S'aye":<S Drsrribw:orsia;en!'S 

ZAff D'•r.butors/age,,'1 DrstritiurorsJ~"fS [)JsrnburorsJ~n~ 

ZAMBIA M'¥t,.,at.f.d•Sfr b/'9 Mani.;tac:t.d.str1b/ag Manufac~. '1•"tr1o:ag: 

ZIMBABWE Uar...1fxt d.Sfr1t11ag Man~lacr.drstr;blag MMlu'ac'.d.striDJag; 

Tol.ols DIA " :10 28 

TO~'S II 3 

Tola!•· 11. [).'A 9 fl tO 
L__ ____ . 

~~.e ... ~....,_,~ ... !S 

D'S:- t'·-~ age:-~ 

0rs,.1t'.l!~'age"' .. 

C\"S!'f1Cu.tor'l-'~:S 

D•nt..,;teri. . .191'f"':S 

Drstr:c ... ~~"'-""tn~ 

lb::-.e ... ~·~ .. 
D'str1br..::crs.'~ts 

0.'Stroby.!QrS..·~ ... ~ 

..._..w:•a.::r.:-s:r.t.~ 

Mart;'Xt-.ir•,., 

UMt,.t.ie:.~l'Str:c.~ 

~,..,c.,,,·~~" 

UM'!u~.a.:t.d~trtb!:..JJ 

O.Srr-1> .. ro"'1_.,,. 
~y•act.drstttC!..; 

Uant..t~.d~""·0.· . .,i; 

l>str1t""tor'-'~rs 

IMH>•'""'a~ts 

Drsrnc""~~nrs 

Uariut.acr.drstr1b/ag 

Uar.~tact.d.strib1~ 

Dst""·t:ur~·~:"lr-; 

Drttr!b1..1:orsJ.-"l:S 

lnrrt>u"OfS/_., .. 
Drstr.tutc"'~rs 

D,!f,b:..~..,..,.·.age:"l!'S 

DsfT•buforsiagel"':S 

Otstrobu ~etsJ ~ ... f'S 

()srr.t»i.atorsi •"'ts 

Ds?r-b,...rors/agenrs 

Uanu•~t.dsStrrb."ag 

Orstriburor'Slage-nrs 

Ds.r~1buforsJa~nrs 

D'Stribt.!'=lrs/age"fS 

O.srribu?O's/~;e!":S 

UNtu'act.d1srt1b/a.g 

D-strrC>utO¥S!~nrs 

27 
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0'$t!t-._':.:Jf'S/~~ 

°""·t·=--~"" 
D'S rnt-t,; fOrSf.....,. :'!. 
Dstr-ttv~!~rs 

Ots:r.t:u~~~:5 

O.str.t.o"'""1•~"' 

O.Str,o .. ..,.s1_.-rs 
Drstr.b\olo!.O"'S/ap!"I:":. 

UMii..f'.ac~.:2·Stl'.C-•g; 

MrlJfacf'I.~ 

M~..ofx: .1rstne:~ 

lntr,i:J;.'=~ ·a,;·""' 
llan;,ofacr.drStr.C1~ 

!nrrt>..:iors.·_., .. 

M•u•act.drStr.Oiag: 

Yariu.• ac't. dis:r·t1 aig 

Orsrr1bu.ror'Si~ts 

Orsl'nbi.itors.'~~ 

Ds•1abutcrs/agentS 

Uatt~tac:.d.srr-b ·ag 
ll•uf.act.di,.!r1b;a.g 

O.Srrob~"'"'•""' 
O.Str1C:...t0Jti~rs 

Dstr1bu~agents 

[)s,,.·~u.,,.,~"" 

Drstrrbu!ors/~nts 

Orstt.butcr'Si~ts 

Drsrr1t1.atcrs.J~nf"I 

Orsrri~""rorsi~~rs 

Mariutac.td1srr.:>i/a.9 

O.Str•burorsf.,,.~ 

Mar.utxt.drstrtO'ag 

Orstr1butors.'agenf'S 

~rr.t>u!Ots/;11~• .. " 

Uanufac:1 . .i.'Sir1::ag 

[)r-::tr1t:UTOfS,;agtt1fS 

[)s~~·-.. 

Ds:r·bu.tars.·~rs 

~D'lf:1.1tors. .1;~-:~ 

~ .. ,.acr.a,s:r:b;~ 
....,..u,a:!'U,...., 
MNtwtact.drs:rd>i.ag 

0.s~:-.t'"'~'°·Oi9f"':~ 

UMtt,,t.f'a;t.d.strtb/~ 

Ds"f;butcrs.'age"t'S 

lllM>uract.c .. :rob/ag 

Uanu•xr.d~t'!'tb/;.; 

O.Str1C>utor'S/~nt5 

[)s!7.tt..ttni-nrs 

11.anut.a=r .:: stntl/ag: 

'"trlbutorsJagenrs 

Orsrrrbutors.'~"t'S 

Orsrr~·.itots..'~ts 

Dsrr1t:~ror1 1~rs 

~tr1cur~.a~r.ts 

MIM'ufxt.dsslt1b/ag 

[)1tt1b1Ji?ors:agenrs 

DstnbulorsJ~ts 

~tr.bu?ort·'agenrs I 
Manulact.d~tnb/19 

~tr.but°"'agenrs f 

t8 

I 
!I __ __: _________ ] 
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Annex lable 6 

Local ~va~_ot !!_UPPlies_ _ _ 

ar.:s !> ,.... IJISll'S ~ •tr ~ nc CONJINIJOUJ ~ 

All»I HI.A l.>!'9'< ... :• 
ANl"'" ... l(A ,,_., .. -•. 

BOISWIWA 1 ..... 

AUM.ffJI f~ .. 
(;APf Vl tell :rr..poo\...._t' ... 

CHAU [;a«, 

CONl90 Ur'lil"U'll1"' 

con D NOIAI E ... , 

DJMUUll l.lrrt?-t:i..:! 

fGYri l""'•- ··-

l:OllA' OU9tlA ~~"~!~ 

[ TlllOf'IA (.>SI 

GHAN,\. Ir.'~""'~·~~ 

GUIN£A Ur-111 .. .;.-

ll[NYA f "'y 

l llll llUI ()~,,_,, 

l IBVA ()1t.,:,,1r 

UAOAGASCAH ~· .:•~ 
MAI A'M lt-p~~b• 

MALI Unkf'lc•-

llAUAf AlaA. Dn...:uff 

UOftlC:CO E.n• 

MO/AMBIOUf Unllnowr. 

.-Gl.RIA l.Jr!l~o•" 

RWANDA 

SAO IOUE srn ..,,~.,.··· 

SfNF<".Al f <HY 

SEVGHEI lES E~v 

SltRRAllONf ~·~~ 
SOllALIA ();•t,..:-.: 

SUOAN D~c:.;if 

sw.:.J1l ANO f .... , 

rooo f<Hy 

fiJNISIA f ..... 

llGANOA 

CAMI ROON [ ... y 

1AHlAMA ()rt"'"" 
lNff [:osy 

TAUlllA o.rr.,,_.. 
ZIUBABY4:. f)rticu 0 r 

lot.M" l~y 

f ~TAI~ D.,,.:ulf 

14 

tO 

'0~"' lmpot'\•bl• 8 

ror.¥" lJnlrnow,, 

l.l:h 

f ... , ..... 
(..-, 
l)r.-.. -'4,. 

ll-'-• .. -;w

fr,., 

f..-., .... ..., 
r...-. 
..-r""-~"ti·~ 

E~-.., 

t ... , 

[.)":. .. ..... 
E ..,, 

DPf.•:u•r 

E.r.., 

r ... , 
[ ...... , 
( "'' 
c ..... .. 
f ... . 

c ... , 
f ... . 

f ~-.. 

E .... , 
D,..(:·.oiT 

().tt"'-·''' 

r~. 

E.1.-.,, 
f ... , 

r ... , 

f.ny 

Dff•·#:r 

E..-.v 

()~f ·:11!f 

l}rr.ft..;u.>r 

t ... . , ... , ..... 
(.ny 

()!'"f-...._-... r 

t-i::·~-:.e·~ ..... , .... , 
t.-.. 
r ... , 
,....,..._~ .... boil-

lJnl"'(:,•-

( .).~y ..... 
[)"t . .,: ,.J! 

Dr·.~":r 

r .... 
I .Hy 

·~---,, 
(~-, 

f ,,.., 

L~~"·!>·~ 

E ""' 
lrr:~v-. ... =-·~ 

f.ny 

(;asy 

• ..,p~~bif. 

O.ff .. _J,! 

lrftp""''\•Cltl' 

F~~y 

f,.,.y 

( .... 
1 ... , 

D"•~•" 
t .... 

Dtt·'='t..~f 

()ff1(:"'!( 

IN'IS f-UHPN'lR 

D~.:: .. ! 

I>":-·· 

tny 

f ... . 

().,.. ....... t 

[.ny 

r-Pl-""S~e ... 
Ur'tt"'!.:;w!" 

()f!:c-.,.:-: 

Ur-It-. .:.,. 

f .r<y 

D~<-'! 

or._:,olf 

f_~ .. 

~""~ 
Dtt~ .. :! 

"".,. .... ,, 

r ... , 
E ... , 

lmp'l"\'l t:!t 

Orrt;c.,.11 

Unll"C'•., 

f,asy 

l .:.t;y 

[.osy 

D~;!f 

(.Hy 

Dri.:tJ•t 

E'"Y 

" 

I_.., 
f .... 

l·"-• 
f .... 

..... "'"'""'°t'O. 

l.r.1 

[.a-.. , 

r ... , 
1.r~y 

[>t!...:· ... r 

t..a~y 

1 ..... 

[.ny 

r ""' 
[...&~y 

f ... . 

( ... , . ... . 
~pv.~s-b;• 

f ll<y 

f.Ht 

f .J..'ly 

f.:i~y 

t ... . , .... . 
[.l~y 

lli:"··-:;'f 

r .... , 
()r .. .::un 

f .... 

()",~-·· 

Q.rt.<.ul~ 

;; 

9 

(),..._' 
(),., __ ' 
lnv 

[ .... 
r~n"l-·Cw 

D,_...:-· ... ! 
D,..~! 

D"-~i...·t 

D,...c:..i.~t 

r ... , 
[ .... . 
[ .... , 
D~.::u;' 

t ... , 

D~.J" 

l ... . 
r ... , 
(..sy 

t ... y 

Drrw: .. rt 

E.n• 
ilrr.PQ"t'\..t: ... 

f~., ..... 
lmpo'l.'-b-. 

()tfoe;wl~ 

lmpo"1"1t-~ 

f ... y 

f;Ky 

[.H·1 

£ .... 

Dff»cu!t 

t ... , 

Drt.-:ua 

()tt-c;~tr 

Pl..:ttCARD IONf R 

. ... 
u--11~ .....-
0.~i.l! 

o~.- ..... · 

Dr...:-.•! 
0 .... -..;.,tt 

...... OC..t;'l·b!• 

Ot!-::_!! 

r.p-_~'-"'• 

Urll-.;.., 

l'"•,,1~--' 

(lt!!J.i..,'f 

Drt:...- .. it 
( ... '. 
'""'·~
Untii.JWTI 

l.Jr'll:nown 

1:-pos~• 

Urtll•h.:.., 

..,.,.~~~b:e 

f .a."'y 
Dn.c-.n 
lmOQ'l.'l1b• 

°'~''""''' 
Unllnr>wn 

E ... , 
£,at;y 

E.os, 

lrr.pct;'l•bk!: 

Drto<:u1r 

E..s1 

'"'P"""'t>•• 
D~t.c..i1• 

('-"!.c·.J ! 

•. .,; :'"l~ t-·~ 

[)•t-..:~·· 

D9k.-....n 

l.Jr-:ar-..:•

li\"'•-~• ... 
r .1-.. ., 

..,.,.Ck-~S.:~ .... 

•Ti9')";."S.1C ~ 

()"'f-c\J.rr 

( ,at;y 

c ... , 
D~i..1! 

D•!K:-...1r 

lry 
in"!PQS"-'tt .. 

r ... , 
fr.., 

Ur.l:r-c•ri 

[.ny 

L"""?tPG~"'" .. b•or

fOKy ..... 
lrr.po-;.-:.~111! 

[)rtacv.~ 

F""' 
E..sy 

f .... y 

[;asy 

D'f.ci.'T 

[a-sy 

()tt-c·J!T 

c .... 
lJnlrn11.,, 

0.Hir.:un 

16 

·1 

CAlllfS- fU:WS 

~Cf ORS 

£\"x":... ! l: ..,..., 

D'°"·· • °''°"·· ' 
(,ny l.nw 

f21., r~. 

~~'-C• l-p.-1.'l>Cw 

,,...._ JWn Uri-cw,.. 

~~ ... ft l:.ny 

D ... ..:::..;~ l~y 

l.Jl'poo...:..i': Df--<~'! 

[~y (~y 

irnOO'l'S•bte> .,..CC.-S'W'l1iP 

D~-.t D~-..·t 

Dr!-·.:..,:t ()r'"-.c-.J•t 

£.AS., D,.i..:\#:! 

f~y f.nv 

D,.c;.:! 1:~., 

~"...:"":· o•·..:..;t 
[ ... , 
f;osy () ......... 

&ft.c-.lt ()t'Jcytf 

DrTK:uif ()f't:~ulr 

E~t l~v 

l.asy f.ny 

Dtt=c.-" ~s.t>te-

f~y I .n" 
lm~~le ln".;:O'\s.toe 

f-"'• fMy 
f..._,.y ... , 

.... ~.,b~ lmP<" : .. ~~ 

Ott-c:urr ()tt~"''' 

rmPO"f-"-b'- f -"Y 

f.ny f .B'f 

()rf,r:uH ()r:.culf 

r ... , E ... , 

Ort~-culr DP"r~ulr 

Unllnowr. l.n.t 

()•....:vlf D!hcun 

[.lsy .- "'' 

lJn•"OW'1 '"cult 

C ~ticulr Dff<.1o,1lt 

" 

~: 

Uo>-•.., ":•'"" 

J 
I 
I 

E.n., 1 

• ... , I 
.... Po"•·~ i 
Ur•-:wr. 

~My ..... 
&)~...ii? -
. .., . ...,., I' 

lrr.om.'llb .. 

k°r-Po"''S-ot~ 

'°"P'JS..,b,. I 

I 

lmpossie _. : 

[;ny 

E ... y i 
()~~ult I 
lmp..)Ss.t:f!' I 
Drttcu.fr . 

E ... , I 
I 

~tf,c.yir I 

Dftlo.o•T i 

c ... , 

Odhc~1r 

f;osy 

l)ff.culr 

onic...,11 

10 

19 

6 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

' 

- _J 
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Annex table 7 

REPAIR ANO MAINTENANCE 
~------- ------------ -------- -

COUNTRY 

r------

ALGERIA 

ANGOLA 

BOTSW.utA 

BURIJNOI 

CAPE VERDE 
CHAO 

CONGO 

COTE D"IVOlRE 

DJIBOUTI 

EGYPT 

EOUAT GUiNEA 

ETHIOPIA 

GHANA 

GUINEA 

LIBERIA 

LIBYA 

MAOAGA...C:CAR 

MALAWI 
MALI 

MAURITANIA 

MOROCCO 

MOZAMBIQUE 

NIGERIA 

RWANDA 

SAOTOME&PR 

SENEGAL 

SEYCHELLES 

SIERRA LEONE 

SOMALIA 

SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 

TOGO 

TUNISIA 

UGANDA 

CAMEROON 

TANZANIA 

ZAIRE 

ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE 

CPU 

Otfficull 

Otlllcull 

East 
Difticull 

Impossible 

lmpossibl'1 

Impossible 

Otlficull 

Otfticull 

Easy 
Impossible 

Otlllcull 

Ddficull 

lmpo551ble 

Easy 

Otlflcull 

Otfficull 

Otfficult 

Impossible 

Easy 
Otfficult 

D1tllcult 

Easy 

lmpos11ble 

Otl'lcult 

Easy 

Otfflcull 

D11flcull 

Qilflcull 

Dllficull 

Impossible 

Easy 

D11flcult 

Easy 
Impossible 

Easy 
Easy 
Difficult 

T01al1 Easy 10 
T olal$ D1fficul1 19 

TOfal1 Impossible 8 

L_ --·- --· 

HARO DISK 

DRIVES 

Dillie uh 

Otlficull 

Easy 
Otlt.cull 

lmpoSS1ble 

lmpossibl'1 

lmpo551ble 

Easy 

lmposs;ble 

01fficull 

Impossible 

Otlficull 

lmpou1ble 

Otlficull 

Easy 

D11ficull 

D1fficull 

D11ficull 

lm~ole 

Easy 

Cl11ficull 

lmposs;ble 

Easy 

Impossible 

Difficult 

Easy 
lmpos11ble 

01fficull 

D1fficul! 

D11ficull 

lmpos11ble 

Easy 

D1fficull 

Easy 

lmpos11ble 

fa5y 

Ea~y 

Otlficull 

10 

15 
12 

FLOPPY DISK PRINTERS 

DRnr"ES 

TERMINALS. 

VDUs ··-- ---- ----- --; 

Ot1ficut1 

01fficull 

Easy 
E.itsy 
Otlficuh 

Impossible 

Otlllcull 

Euy 
Otfficuh 

Easy 
Impossible 

Otlficult 

Impossible 

Otfficull 

Easy 

Otfficull 

Otfficull 

D1fficull 

lmpoSS1ble 

Easy 

Odflcull 

lmpoSS1ble 

Easy 
lmpoSS1blc 

Easy 

Easy 
Impossible 

011ficull 

011ficull 

01fficull 

lmp<>U1ble 

Easy 

011ficul1 

Easy 

lmpos11ble 

Euy 
Easy 

011ficull 

13 

15 
9 

O.thcull 

C:!hcull 

Easy 
Easy 
Otlfi,cult 

lm~sible 

Impossible 

Easy 
Otlficull 

Easy 
lmpossabl'1 

Otlficull 

Otffic:ull 

011ficuil 

Easy 

Otfficull 

Easy 

Otlficull 

Otfficull 

01Hocul1 

Easy 
Otfficu!t 

C11hcuil 

Easy 

Impossible 

Easy 

<:asy 
01H1cull 

01'flcull 

01ffic11ll 

Otlficull 

lmpos11ble 

Eaty 

01H1cull 

Easy 

lmpo:-.sible 

Easy 

011f1cull 

011f1cuil 

13 

19 

e 

Otlllcun 

Otlllcull 

Easy 
Easy 
Otfficun 

lmposS1ble 

Otfficull 

Easy 

lmpos51b;e 

Otfficull 

Impossible 

Otlficult 

Eas-t 

Otfficull 

Otlllcull 

Easy 
lmposS1ble 

Easy 

01fficull 

01fhcull 

E.tsy 
Impossible 

faS) 

Easy 

Otfficull 

011f1cull 

D1fficull 

D1fficull 

Impossible 

Easy 

01fficul1 

Easy 
lmpos11ble 

01fficull 

Easy 

D1fficull 

12 

18 

7 
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Annex table 8 

LOCAL SOURCES OF INFOfMATION ON COMPUTERS ------ ~---, 

I COMPUTER SOCtEJV/ MAGAZINESf -~ I COUNTRY CLUBIUSEA GROUP JOURNALS L __ 
---------! 

ALGERIA Yes Yes 

I ANGOLA No No Yes 
BOTSWANA :es Yes Yes i • BURUNDI Yes Yes Yes 

I CAPEVEROE No No No 
CHAO No No Yes 
CONGO No No Yes I 

I COTE D"!VOIRE Yes Yes No 

I 
DJIBOUTI No No No 
EGYPT Yes Yes Yes 
EOUAT GUINEA No No No 

I 
ETHIOPl,t. Yes No No 
GHANA No Yes Yes 
GUINEA Yes Yes 
KENYA No Yes No 
LIBERIA Yes No Yes 
LIBYA Yes No No 
MADAGASCAR No No No 
MALAWI Yes No Yes 
MALI No No Y£s 
MAURITANIA No No Yes 
MOROCCO Yes Yes Yes 
MOZAMBIOUE No No Ye5 
NIGERIA Yes No No 
RWANDA Yes Yes Yes 
SAOTOME&PR No Yes No 
SENEGAL Yes No Yes 
SEYCHELLES Yes 
SIERRA LEONE Yes No No 
SOMALIA Yes Yes Yes 
SUDAN No No Yes 
SWAZILA~D No Yea Yes 
TOGO Yes Yes Yes 
TUNISIA Yes Yes Yea 
UGANDA Yes Yes Yes 
CAMEROON No Yes Yes 
TANZ'•NIA No No No 
ZAIRE Yes 
ZAMBIA Yes Yes No 
ZIMBABWE 

I 
Yes Yea Yes L Tocals Yea 21 17 25 

TOfala No 17 19 13 

----------- ------------
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Annex table 9 
Factori8S using compulBIS for industrial management 

r 

I 
COUNTRY ~, 
ALGERIA 5-25% 
ANGOLA <5% .. 
BOTSWANA 25-50% 
BURUNDI <5% 
CAPE VERDE 5-25~ 

CHAD 5-25% 
CONGO <5% 
COTE D'IVOIRE 5-25% 
DJIBOUTI <5% 
EGYPT 25-50% 
ETHIOPIA <5% 
GHANA <5% 
GUINEA <5% 
KENYA 25-75% 
LIBERIA 5-25% 
LIBYA 5-25% 
MADAGASCAR 5-25% 
MALAWI 25-50% 
MALI <5% 
MAURITANIA <5% 
MOROCCO 5-25% 
MOZAMBIQUE 5-25% 
NIGERIA <5% 
RWANDA <5% 
SAO TOME & PR. <5% 
SENEGAL 5-25% 
SEYCHELLES 25-50% 
SIERRA LEONE 5-25% 
SUDAf4 <5% 
SWAZILAND <5% 
TOGO <5% 
TUNISIA 5-25% 
UGANDA <5% 
CAMEROON <5% 
TANZANIA <5% 
ZAIRE <5% 

ZAMBIA o-25% 
ZIMBABWE 5-25% 

Totals: <5: 18 
Totals: -25: 14 
Totals: -50: 4 
Totals: -75: 1 
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Armex tai>le 1 O 

Typical age of_ computer equipment 
I 
I COUNTRY YEARS<S YEARSS-10 Yf..ARS>IO 

I ALGERIA Some all manulaclurers Mostly Mostly 

I 
ANGOLA Mostly ~ .. 
SOTSWANA Mostly: IBM ,, 
BUHUNOI Mostly: NCR.Oln.eiti.IBM.Bull. 

Sanco.N1xdorl.Apple 
CAPE VERDE Mostly: IBMIC-Ompa11ble 
CHAO Mostly. IBM. Apple 
CONGO Mostly Some 
COTE D"IVOIRE Some IBM.Bull-HP.Olivetti. Some Re <5 years Norie 

Unisys.Dec.Wang 
DJIBOUTI Mostly Some None 
EGYPT Mostly Some Some 
ETHIOPIA Some MO$tly 
GHANA MoctlylBM.Olivetti.Wang.Mari.ICL Some. see <5 years Some see <5 years 
GUINEA Mostly many PC types Some None 
KENYA Mostly Some Some 
LIBERIA Mostly 
LIBYA Mostly IBM.Siemens.Bull 
MADAGASCAR Mosdy 

MALAWI Mostly: IBM.Oliwtti.Borrough Some. see <5 years 
MALI Mostly· IBM. HP. Bull Some. see <5 years 
MAURITANIA Mostly. IBM.Mackintosh.Altos. Some. see <5 years Some see <5 years 

Onyx.Bull.Wang 
MOROCCO Mostly 
MOZAMBIQUE Mostly: IBM. Olivetti Some· see <5 years None 
NIGERIA Some Mostly Some 
RW.-NDA Mosdy· Wang.HP.Toshiba.IBM Some se9 <5 years 
SAO TOME & PR. Some IBM/Compaq 
.3ENEGA,_ Mostly: IBM.Bull.PC compatibles Some. IBM.f:lull.UNYSIS Some IBM.Bull.UNYSIS 
SEYCHELLES Mostly: IBM 
SIERRA LEONE Mc.stly: IBM. Wang. NCR None None 
SUDAN Mostly· IBM & compatibles.Wang 
SWAZILAND Motllly Some Some 
TOGO Motllly 
TUNl~IA Mostly· IBM.Buil.Burroughs.HP.NCF Some see <5 yedrs None 
UGANDA Mostly 
CAMEROON Mostly Some None 
TANZANIA Mollly 
ZAIRE SOme. ZBM. NEC 
ZAMBIA Mollly: IE!M 
ZIMBABWE MOSfly Some Some 

Toeals. Mostly 30 (17 companies) 4 (I) I 
Toeals: Some 8 (3 r.ompames) 18(9) 9(3) 
Toeals· None 0 8 
roeals· Companies 20 Companies 10 Companies 3 



Annex table 11 

Typical usage 

COUNTRY ----

ALGERIA 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAPE VERDE 
COTEDWOIRE 
EGYPT 
ETHIOPIA 
GHANA 
GUINEA 
KENYA. 
LIBERIA 
UBY.\ 
MALAWI 
MALI 
MAURITANIA 

MOROCCO 
MOZAMBIQUE 
NIGERIA 
SAOTOME&PR 
SENEGAL 
SEYCHELLES 
SIERRA LEONE 
SOMALIA 
SUDAN 
SWAZILAND 

TOGO 
TUNISIA 
UGANDA 
CAJJIEROON 
TANZANIA 
ZAIRE 
ZAMBIA 
ZIMBABWE 
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USEAGE 
I 

Some on-line 
Some batch. on-line 
Mostly on-line 
Only batch 
Some on-line 
Some on-line 
Only batch 
Mostly on-line 
Mostly on-line 
Some on-line 
Some batch, on-line 
Mc_,ly on-line 
Mostly on-line 
Some batch, on-line 
Mostly on-line 
Some b;itch. on-line 
Mostly on-line 
Only batch 
Only batch 
Some on-line 
Some on-line 
Some on-line 
Mostly on-line 
Only batch 
Some on-line 
Some ba!ch, cn-lin& 
Some on-line 
Only batch 
Only batch 
Mostly on-line 
Only batch 
~omeon-hne 

Some batch, on-line 

I 

Totals: Only batch: 8 
Totals: Some on-line: 10 

Totals: Mostly on-line:~ 
Totals: Batch, on-line: 6 

------ ---------

• 



Annex table 12 

Software used 
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COUNTRY DATABASE APPLICATION TELEPROCESSING OPTIMIZING 

GENERA TOR/4GLs MONITORS COMPILERS ·-- ----- ---- ----· ------------ - ----- ~--- ----- - --·--·- ___ _, 

ALGERIA 

ANGOLA 

BOTSVJANA 

BURUNDI 

CAPE VERDE 

CHAO 

CONGO 

COTE fflVOIRE 
DJIBO'JTI 

EGYPT 

EOUAT.GUINEA 
ETHIOPIA 

GHANA 

GUINEA 

KENY.\ 
LIBERIA 

LIBYA 

MADAGASCAR 

MA LAW: 
MALI 

MAUPITA"111A 

MOROCCO 

MOZAMBIQUE 

NIGERIA 

RWAl'tDA 

SAO TOME & PR. 
SENEGAL 

SEYCHELLES 

SIERRA LEONE 

SOMALIA 

SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 

TOGO 
TUNISIA 

CAMEROON 
TANZANIA 

ZAIRE 

ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE 

Yes 

Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
y~ 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Total',: Yes 34 

Totals: No 2 
Totals: Unkn . ..,wn 

No 
Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 

No 
Unknown 

Unknown 

No 
Unknown 

Unknown 

No 
No 

No 

Unknown 

Yes 

Unknown 

l.J11known 

Yes 

Yes 

Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 

Unknown 

Unknown 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 
Unknown 

Unk,1own 

Yes 

Yes 

8 
13 
14 

Yes 

Ur.i<nown 

No 

No 

No 

Unknown 

No 

No 

Unknown 

Unknown 

No 
No 

YP.S 

Unknown 

Yes 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Unknown 

No 

Un Im own 

No 

Unknown 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 
Unknown 

Unknown 

YP.S 

No 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Yes 

8 
14 

15 

No 
Unknown 

Yes 

Y!:S 

No 
Unknown 

No 

Unic1own 

Unknown 

No 

No 

Lin known 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Unknown 

Yes 

Yes 
Unknown 

Unknown 

No 

No 
UnknC;wn 

Yes 

No 

Unknown 

Unknown 

No 

Yes 

Unknown 

Unknow;1 

Unknown 

Yes 

9 
10 
15 . -· __ j 
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Annex table 13 

Problems for computer users in the count;y ____ _ 

COUNTRY 

TEMPER

ATURE 

HUMIDITY 

1---·-------
1 .~LGERIA Minor Minor 

! ANGOLA Major Major 

! aOTSWANA Minor No problem 

I BURUNDI Mrnor Mrnor 
I 
1 CAPEVERDE 
1 CHAD 
I CONGO 

COTE D'IVOIRE 

DJIBOUTI 

EGYPT 

EOUAT GUINEA 

ETHIOPIA 
GHANA 

GUINEA 

KENYA 

LIBERIA 

LIBYA 

MADAGASCAR 

MALAWI 

MALI 

MAURITANIA 

MOROCCO 

MOZAMBIQUE 

NIGERIA 

RWANDA 

SAC TOME& PR 

SENEGAL 

SEYCHELLES 

SIERRA LEONE 

SOMALIA 

SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 

TOGO 

TUNISIA 

UGANDA 

CAMEROON 

TANZANIA 

ZAIRE 

ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE 

Major 

Major 

Major 
Nopr<'blem 

~-:oajor 

Minor 

Major 

Mrnor 

Major 

No problem 

Mrnor 

Minor 

Mrnor 

Mrnor 

Mrnor 

Minor 

Mrnor 

Mrnor 

Major 

Minor 

No problem 

Minor 

Mrnor 

Mrnor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

No problem 

Mrnor 

No problem 

Mrnor 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Minor 

No problem 

Totals Major 12 

Totals. Minor 22 

Total& No problem 5 

Mrnor 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

No problem 

Majof 

Mrnor 

Major 

Maje< 

No problem 

Minor 

Mm or 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

No problem 

No problem 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

No problem 

Mrnor 

No problem 

Major 

Mrnor 

Major 

Mrnor 

No problem 

13 

16 

8 

DUST 

Mrnor 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Majof 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Majc.r 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 
Minor 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Minor 

Mir.or 

Majol' 

Major 

POWER 

SUPPLY 

Mrnor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Mmor 

Major 

No problem 

Major 

Major 
Minor 

Mino: 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Ma pr 
No problem Minor 

Minor Major 

No problem Minor 

Major Major 

Major Major 

Minor Major 

Major Major 

Minor Minor 

No problem a.Ainor 

22 
14 

3 

25 

13 

TELE

C~AMUNI

CATIONS 

Mine>! 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

M3pr 

Major 

Major 
No problem 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Majof 

Minor 

Major 

M!nor 

No problem 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

No problem 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

M•inf 
Major 

18 

13 

3 

I 
L.ACKOF LACKOF SHORTAGE i 
HARDWARE SOFTWARE OF I 
:n~_R_T __ M_in_or----~-,-nPPl.._or IERS I 
Major Majt>r Major 

No problem No prot>lerr. No problem 

Minor Minor Major I 
Major Major Major 

Major Major Major 

Major Major Major ' 

Major 

Major 
No problem 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

~inor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Major 
No problem 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Minor 

Mirror 

Minor 

21 

14 

3 

Major Minor 

Major Major 

No problem No problem 

Major Major 

Major Major 

Minor Minor 

Ma;.ll' No problem 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

MinOJ 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

No problem 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

19 

15 

3 

Minor 

Major 

No problem 

Minor 

Minor 

No problem 

No problem 

Major 

Major 

No problem 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

Major 
No problem 

Uajor 

Mino: 

Major 

Minor 

Major 

Major 

19 

12 

7 




